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ABSTRACT	OF	THE	THESIS	

	

Widening	the	Scope:	Conceptualizing	the	School-Prison	Nexus	

	Beyond	School	Discipline	

by	

Margaret	Goldman	

Master	of	Arts	in	Social	Ecology	

University	of	California,	Irvine,	2020	

Professor	Nancy	Rodriguez,	Chair	

	

Research	on	the	nexus	between	schools	and	prisons,	which	overwhelmingly	impacts	

students	of	color,	has	predominately	focused	on	punitive	school	discipline,	such	as	

suspension,	expulsion	and	arrest—or	zero	tolerance	policies.	This	focus,	while	important,	

has	generated	a	narrow	conceptualization	of	the	racialized	relationship	between	schooling	

and	incarceration,	whereby	the	multiple	and	interconnected	exclusionary	policies	fueling	

this	relationship	are	not	adequately	explored.	In	this	paper,	I	suggest	that	referrals	to	

alternative	education	(AE)	are	one	mechanism	of	racialized	exclusion	whose	contributions	

to	the	nexus	remained	under-examined	in	literature	on	the	school-to-prison	pipeline.	To	fill	

this	gap,	and	to	expand	our	understanding	of	the	continuum	of	exclusionary	practices	

fueling	the	nexus,	I	use	Critical	Race	Theory	to	propose	the	theoretical	semblance	between	

zero	tolerance	policies	and	AE	referrals.	I	then	explore	this	link	empirically,	by	relying	on	

statewide	school	district	data	from	a	variety	of	sources	to	examine:	the	school	district	

characteristics	associated	with	racially	disproportionate	enrollment	in	California’s	

continuation	schools;	and	the	extent	to	which	racially	disproportionate	AE	referrals	and	

racialized	zero	tolerance	discipline	occur	under	contexts	with	similar	characteristics.	I	find	

that	racially	disparate	AE	referrals	and	zero	tolerance	policies	share	multiple	contextual	

characteristics,	and	that	key	divergences	in	these	similarities	indicate	their	potential	

operation	as	complementary	mechanisms	of	exclusion.	I	conclude	with	implications	for	

future	investigations	of	the	school-prison	nexus.		
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INTRODUCTION	
	 The	school-to-prison	pipeline	(STPP)	is	a	metaphor	that	has	become	popularized	in	
both	academic	circles	and	the	media,	which	attempts	to	capture	the	relationship	between	
education	and	incarceration.	It	refers,	in	particular,	to	the	process	by	which	youth	are	
pushed	out	of	school,	and	thus	become	predisposed	to	contact	with	the	criminal	justice	
system	(Wald	&	Losen,	2003).	Racial	disparities	in	the	STPP	have	been	well	documented	
for	decades	(Bejarano,	2014;	Bradshaw	et	al.,	2010;	Children’s	Defense	Fund,	2012;	Losen	
&	Gillespie,	2012;	Skiba,	2000;	Skiba	et	al.,	2011;	Sykes	et	al.,	2015),	yet	research	examining	
these	disparities	has	narrowly	focused	on	harsh	school	discipline,	such	as	suspension,	
expulsion,	and	arrest—referred	to	hereafter	as	zero	tolerance	policies.1	In	reality,	however,	
the	mechanisms	through	which	students	of	color	are	pushed	out	of	school	extend	beyond	
overtly	punitive	disciplinary	practices.	Referrals	to	alternative	education	(AE),2	which	
purportedly	“addresses	[the]	needs	of	students	that	typically	cannot	be	met	in	a	regular	
school”	(Sable,	2010,	p.	A-23),	may	serve	as	another	mechanism	of	exclusion	that	tightens	
the	link	between	schools	and	prisons	by	predisposing	youth	to	direct	criminal	justice	
contact	(Hirschfield,	2008;	Vanderhaar	et	al.,	2014)	or	to	dropping	out	(Chiang	&	Gill,	2010;	
Hammond,	2017;	Hill,	2007;	Rotermund,	2007;	Wilkerson	et	al.,	2016).		

At	national,	state,	and	district	levels,	students	of	color	are	disproportionately	
enrolled	in	AE	(de	Velasco,	2008;	Chiang	&	Gill,	2010;	Perzigian	et	al.,	2017;	Verdugo	&	
Glenn,	2006;	Wilkerson	et	al.,	2016),	which	has	implications	for	disparities	in	the	criminal	
justice	system	and	multiple	other	institutions.	Yet,	AE	referrals	are	rarely	conceptualized	as	
a	racialized	mechanism	of	exclusion	and	have	therefore	been	largely	excluded	from	
examinations	in	the	STPP	literature	and	research	on	the	school-prison	nexus3.	As	a	result,	
despite	the	wealth	of	knowledge	about	racial	disparities	in	zero	tolerance	discipline,	we	
know	little	about	the	consequences	of	AE	referrals,	their	contributions	to	the	school-prison	
nexus	and	the	push-out	of	students	of	color,	and	the	contexts	under	which	racially	
disproportionate	AE	enrollment	is	most	likely	to	occur.	The	current	study	begins	to	fill	
these	gaps,	and	in	doing	so,	attempts	to	re-conceptualize	the	myriad	vehicles	of	exclusion,	
beyond	zero	tolerance	policies,	that	stratify	the	educational	landscape	and	strengthen	the	
institutional	bond	between	schools	and	prison.	

I	begin	by	exploring	the	school	district	characteristics	associated	with	racial	
disparities	in	referrals	to	a	specific	type	of	AE	environment:	continuation	schools.	Through	
a	statewide	analysis	of	California’s	continuation	schools,	the	guiding	research	questions	for	
																																																													
1 Though school discipline and zero tolerance policies are not synonymous, in application they have 
largely become so. I elaborate on this in subsequent sections. 
2 Though charter schools or other schools of choice are sometimes referred to as alternative schools, in the 2 Though charter schools or other schools of choice are sometimes referred to as alternative schools, in the 
current paper I use alternative education to refer specifically to learning environments to which students 
may be involuntarily referred. 
3 In response to the limitations of the STPP metaphor, which conceptualizes the relationship between 
schools and prisons as a unidirectional pathway, a small group of scholars has begun to refer instead to a 
school-prison nexus: a complex web of policies, ideas and institutional practices that converge to blur the 
boundaries between education and incarceration (Annamma, 2018; Meiners, 2007; Sojoyner, 2016). 
The current paper builds on this critique; therefore, when referring to the relationship between schools 
and prisons in the abstract, or in reference to this project, I utilize terminology such as bond or nexus.  
When referring to the literature to which my project responds and critiques, on the other hand, I refer to 
the STPP. 
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this	paper	are:		Under	what	school	district	contexts	are	Black	and	Latinx	students	
disproportionately	referred	to	continuation	schools4?	To	what	extent	do	racially	
disproportionate	AE	referrals	and	racialized	zero	tolerance	discipline	occur	under	contexts	
with	similar	characteristics?	This	set	of	questions	is	important	to	answer	given	the	
variation,	both	across	states	and	between	districts	within	states,	with	which	students	of	
color	are	overrepresented	in	AE,	as	is	the	case	in	California’s	continuation	schools	(de	
Velasco,	2008;	de	Velasco	&	Gonzales,	2017).	Additionally,	though	individual	actors	are	
responsible	for	referring	or	disciplining	students,	they	do	so	within	broader	contexts,	such	
as	schools	and	districts,	whose	characteristics	shape,	and	are	subsequently	shaped	by,	
processes	and	relationships	occurring	at	the	individual	level.	School	districts,	in	particular,	
are	a	critical	level	of	analysis	in	understanding	inequalities	in	education,	given	that	school	
district	boundary	lines	overlap	with	ongoing	residential	segregation	to	justify	and	legalize	
the	maldistribution	of	educational	opportunities	based	on	race	and	class	(Wilson,	2011).	
While	literature	on	the	STPP	has	explored	the	contextual	(i.e.,	school	and	district-level)	
characteristics	associated	with	the	use	and	racially	disparate	application	of	zero	tolerance	
policies	(Curran,	2016;	Eitle	&	Eitle,	2004;	Payne	&	Welch,	2010;	Raffaele-Mendez	et	al.,	
2002;	Ramey,	2015;	Skiba	et	al.,	2014;	Theriot	et	al.,	2010;	Welch	&	Payne,	2010;	2012;	
2018),	these	explorations	have	not	been	extended	to	continuation	school	referrals.			

In	addition	to	filling	this	gap,	the	current	study	is	one	component	of	a	multilevel	
mixed	methods	project	that	incorporates	teacher	interviews	to	explore	similarities	in	the	
factors	driving	AE	referrals	and	those	driving	zero	tolerance	policies,	and	whether	these	
factors	explain	racial	disparities	in	AE	referral.	By	examining	these	similarities,	this	
broader	study	interrogates	AE	referrals	as	one	mechanism	of	exclusion	positioned	along	a	
continuum	of	exclusionary	policies,	practices	and	ideas—beyond	zero	tolerance	
discipline—that	fortify	a	racialized	school-prison	nexus.	Therefore,	while	it	may	seem	an	
oversimplified	tread	into	uncharted	territory,	the	current	study	begins	this	interrogation	
by	providing	insight	into	the	broader	contexts	under	which	AE	referrals,	as	one	form	of	
underexamined	exclusion,	is	most	likely	to	occur.		

In	Part	I	of	this	paper,	I	provide	a	general	overview	of	extant	literature	on	racial	
disparities	in	the	STPP,	drawing	attention	to	the	narrow	focus	on	zero	tolerance	policies.	In	
Part	II,	I	briefly	review	the	status	and	use	of	AE	in	the	United	States.	While	continuation	
schools	are	a	unique	type	of	alternative	school	in	some	ways5,	there	are	general	trends	in	
and	characteristics	of	involuntary	AE	that	are	important	to	highlight	for	the	current	study.	
Additionally,	there	is	a	notable	lack	of	research	focusing	on	continuation	schools,	
specifically,	as	they	relate	to	the	school-prison	nexus.	In	Part	III,	I	use	Critical	Race	Theory	
(CRT)	as	a	guiding	framework	to	propose	the	semblance	between	zero	tolerance	policies	
and	AE	referrals	as	two	mechanisms	of	exclusion	with	similar	impact	and	operation.	In	
																																																													
4 Examining the districts within which the greatest disproportionality occurs is not to insinuate that the 
phenomenon of racialized exclusion is isolated geographically or that it only occurs in districts with 
certain characteristics. The phenomenon, rather, is ubiquitous, and pulling apart the specificities of this 
ubiquity is part of an ongoing effort to better understand, and therefore to be better able to dismantle, the 
movement of students between schools and prisons.  
5 Continuation schools are unique given their ostensibly non-punitive nature, in comparison to 
“disciplinary” alternative schools, which is to help “credit-deficient” students get back on track. As such, 
continuation schools may be a particularly likely to fly under the radar in examinations of the school-
prison nexus 
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addition	to	pushing	the	boundaries	of	STPP	literature,	doing	so	enables	me	to	justify	my	
methodological	decision	to	draw	from	the	literature	on	zero	tolerance	policies	in	the	
current	analysis.	Accordingly,	with	this	theoretical	justification	established,	I	explore	the	
school	district	characteristics	associated	with	the	disproportionate	enrollment	of	Black	and	
Latinx	students	in	California’s	continuation	schools,	analyzing	in	particular	whether	the	
same	contextual	factors	that	have	been	used	to	explain	the	use	of	zero	tolerance	policies6	
also	explain	school-level	disparities	in	AE	enrollment.	By	exploring	potential	similarities	in	
the	contexts	under	which	zero	tolerance	policies	and	racially	disproportionate	AE	referrals	
occur,	I	attempt	to	broaden	the	theoretical	and	empirical	scope	of	research	on	the	STPP,	or	
school-prison	nexus.		

PART	I	
Racial	Disparities	in	the	“School-to-Prison	Pipeline”	

The	analogy	of	the	“school-to-prison	pipeline”	(STPP)	has	become	popularized	in	
academic	discourse	and	beyond.	This	analogy	refers	to	the	process	by	which	youth	become	
predisposed	to	criminal	justice	contact	as	a	result	of	being	pushed	out	of	school	(Wald	&	
Losen,	2003).	Racial	and	ethnic	disparities	in	this	“pipeline”	are	extremely	well	
documented	(Bejarano,	2014;	Bradshaw	et	al.,	2010;	Children’s	Defense	Fund,	2012;	Losen	
&	Gillespie,	2012;	Skiba,	2000;	Skiba	et	al.,	2011).	While	separate	studies	conducted	across	
disparate	disciplines	recognize	the	multiple	channels	through	which	students	of	color	are	
funneled	towards	the	criminal	justice	system—such	as	through	underresourced	schools	
(Duncan,	2000;	Howard,	2006),	and	disproportionate	placement	into	special	education	
(Annamma,	2016;	Annamma	et	al.,	2013;	Adams	&	Meiners,	2014)	and	disciplinary	
alternative	education	(Dunbar,	1991;	2001;	Dunning-Lozano,	2016;	Reyes,	2001;	2006)—	
these	multiple	mechanisms	of	push-out	are	seldom	conceptualized	as	interrelated	parts	in	
the	STPP	metaphor.	Rather,	an	overwhelming	majority	of	research	on	disparities	in	the	
STPP	focuses	on	harsh	school	disciplinary	tactics	such	as	suspension,	expulsion	and	
arrests--	what	I	refer	to	as	zero	tolerance	policies--and	their	disproportionate	impact	on	
students	of	color.		
	
Zero	Tolerance	Policies	and	the	STPP	

Many	scholars	attribute	the	genesis	and	expansion	of	the	STPP	to	the	rise	of	zero	
tolerance	policies	(Boyd,	2009;	Curtis,	2014;	Giroux,	2003;	Heitzeg,	2014;	Hirschfield,	
2008;	Mallett,	2016;	Nance,	2016).	Indeed,	Skiba,	Arredondo	and	Williams	(2014)	report	
that	the	pipeline	metaphor	was	developed	specifically	to	explain	the	relationship	between	
exclusionary	school	disciplinary	practices	and	criminal	justice	contact.	Mirroring	harsh	
sentencing	guidelines,	zero	tolerance	policies	mandate	pre-determined	consequences	for	
certain	behavioral	infractions	committed	in	schools,	ostensibly	in	attempts	to	deter	future	
offending	(Skiba	&	Knesting,	2001).	Zero	tolerance	policies	became	federally	mandated	in	
1994,	along	with	the	passage	of	the	Gun-Free	Schools	Act,	in	response	to	public	concerns	
about	school	safety,	which	were	exacerbated	by	media	coverage	of	school	shootings	and	

																																																													
6 In the following sections, I will develop the idea of zero tolerance policies as inherently racialized forms 
of discipline. Doing so justifies my decision to draw from literature on zero tolerance policies to examine 
racial disparities in AE referral; this decision is also practical, given that most extant research examines 
the contextual factors associated with the use of zero tolerance policies in general, as opposed to those 
associated with disparities in particular. I elaborate on this decision in the Methods section.  
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juvenile	crime	(Mallett,	2014;	Skiba	&	Knesting,	2001).	While	zero	tolerance	policies	
initially	mandated	suspension,	expulsion	or	referral	to	law	enforcement	for	“serious”	
offenses	such	as	possession	of	a	firearm,	the	list	of	behaviors	for	which	students	may	be	
suspended,	expelled	or	arrested	quickly	expanded	to	non-violent	and	arguably	“normal”	
adolescent	behaviors	such	as	“disruption,”	violation	of	school	dress	code	or	failure	to	
complete	homework7	(Skiba,	2014).	Evidence	of	the	consequences	of	zero	tolerance	
policies	for	criminal	justice	contact	quickly	accumulated	as	researchers	revealed	that	
schools	were	increasingly	relying	on	law	enforcement	to	handle	educational	issues	
(American	Psychological	Association,	2006;	Kupchik,	2010;	Youth	United	for	Change	&	
Advancement	Project,	2011),	and	that	students	excluded	from	school	through	suspension	
and	expulsion	were	predisposed	to	drop-out,	arrest	or	both	(Cuellar	&	Markowitz,	2015;	
Fabelo	et	al.,	2011;	Mittleman,	2018;	Monahan	et	al.,	2014;	Shollenberger,	2013).	
Additionally,	evidence	of	the	disproportionate	impact	of	zero	tolerance	policies	on	students	
of	color	garnered	empirical	attention	and	public	concern,	popularizing	the	STPP	metaphor	
and	gearing	investigations	of	racial	inequality	towards	a	strict	focus	on	harsh	school	
discipline.		
	
Racial	Disparities	in	Zero	Tolerance	Policies	

Zero	tolerance	policies	have	remained	a	civil	rights	concern	since	their	inception	
(Heitzeg,	2014;	Skiba,	2001):	consistently	and	with	alarming	disproportion,	students	of	
color	have	been	the	targets	of	exclusionary	discipline	(Bejarano,	2014;	Children’s	Defense	
Fund,	2012;	Kim	et	al.,	2010;	Losen	&	Gillespie,	2012;	Skiba,	2000;	Skiba	et	al.,	2011;	Skiba,	
2014;	Skiba	et	al.,	2002;	Wallace	et	al.,	2008).	The	discretionary	nature	of	zero	tolerance	
policies	allows	ample	room	for	extant	biases	to	pervade	school	discipline	decisions	
(George,	2015;	Morris,	2016).	For	example,	Black	students	are	more	likely	to	be	disciplined	
for	subjective	reasons	such	as	“disrespect,”	while	white	students	are	mainly	disciplined	for	
documentable	offenses	such	as	smoking	and	vandalism	(Skiba	et	al.,	2011).	Zero	tolerance	
policies	contribute	explicitly	to	a	racially	stratified	“STPP”	(Heitzeg,	2014).	These	
disparities,	along	with	their	emergence	alongside	the	punitive	and	racially	codified	War	on	
Drugs,	have	led	scholars	to	contend	that	zero	tolerance	school	discipline	is	inherently	
racialized.	

Reasonably	so,	ample	literature	has	been	dedicated	to	explaining	racial	disparities	
in	zero	tolerance	policies	at	the	individual,	school	and	district	levels.	I	argue	that	while	this	
research	is	important,	it	is	restricted	in	focus.	By	concentrating	almost	exclusively	on	forms	
of	discipline	such	as	suspension,	expulsion	and	arrest	most	extant	STPP	literature	fails	to	
consider	how	the	school-prison	nexus,	and	the	push-out	of	students	of	color	more	
generally,	is	facilitated	by	exclusionary	policies	that	are	less	overtly	punitive,	and	perhaps	
entirely	unrelated	to	discipline	at	all.	In	particular,	referrals	to	AE	may	be	one	mechanism	
of	exclusion	with	considerable	consequences	for	students	of	color,	and	with	significant	
implications	for	racial	inequality	in	prisons	and	other	institutions.	
	

PART	II	
Alternative	Education:	Purpose	and	Problems	

																																																													
7 Due to their all encompassing nature, therefore, and to avoid verbosity, I use “zero tolerance policies” 
interchangeably with school discipline to refer to suspension, expulsion and arrest.  
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Though	multiple	types	of	alternative	schools	exist,	the	purpose	of	AE8	as	defined	at	
the	federal	level	is	to	provide	for	students	whose	needs	cannot	be	met	in	a	traditional	
school	setting	(Sable	et	al.,	2010).	While	many	states	rely	on	certain	AE	programs	to	serve	
students	perceived	to	have	behavioral	problems,	who	have	been	expelled	or	are	in	legal	
trouble,	most	states	have	established	AE	as	a	drop-out	prevention	strategy	(Porowski,	
O’Connor,	&	Luo,	2014),	as	is	the	case	for	continuation	schools	in	California.	In	concept,	
alternative	schools	serve	a	noble	purpose.	In	practice,	however,	many	alternative	schools	
are	grossly	underfunded,	lack	accountability	and	evaluation	procedures,	and	struggle	to	
help	students	graduate	(Foley	&	Pang,	2006;	Fresques,	Vogell	&	Pierce,	2017;	Reimer	&	
Cash,	2003).	As	such,	some	researchers	contend	that	rather	than	serving	the	needs	of	
children,	alternative	schools	may	instead	serve	as	“dumping	grounds”	for	unwanted	youth	
(Harsford	&	Powell,	2016;	Soleil,	1998).		

Additionally,	substandard	learning	environments	and	inadequate	resources	in	
alternative	schools	lead	many	youth	to	disengage,	prompting,	paradoxically,	high	rates	of	
dropout.	Researchers	have	established	a	negative	relationship	between	alternative	school	
enrollment	and	school	attendance,	and	a	student’s	propensity	for	dropping	out	has	been	
found	to	increase	the	longer	he	or	she	is	retained	in	AE	(Chiang	&	Gill,	2010;	Wilkerson	et	
al.,	2016).	In	some	states,	alternative	school	students	account	for	nearly	50%	of	all	high	
school	dropouts	(Hammond,	2017).	California,	the	site	of	exploration,	follows	these	trends.	
While	AE	enrollments	account	for	8%	of	all	California	high	school	enrollments,	they	
account	for	33%	of	all	dropouts,	and	dropout	rates	from	alternative	high	schools	exceed	
statewide	rates	by	over	50%	(Hill,	2007;	Rotermund,	2007).	In	2018,	excluding	alternative	
schools	from	graduation	data	raised	California’s	statewide	graduation	rate	from	83%	to	
91.7%	,	demonstrating	the	dramatic	discrepancy	in	student	retention	between	traditional	
and	alternative	schools	(Swaak,	2018).		
	 Finally,	historically	and	contemporarily	AE	has	been	characterized	by	pervasive	
racial	and	ethnic	disproportionality,	making	its	unequal	conditions	and	dropout	statistics	
particularly	concerning.	Overwhelmingly,	Black,	Latinx	and	poor	youth	are	tracked	into	
alternative	schools	(Arnove	&	Strout,	1978;	Chiang	&	Gill,	2010;	de	Velasco	et	al.,	2008;	de	
Velasco	&	Gonzales,	2017;	Dunning-Lozano,	2016;	Dunbar,	1999;	2001;	Hill,	2007;	
Legislative	Analyst’s	Office,	2015;	Perzigian	et	al.,	2017;	Wilkerson	et	al.,	2016).	
Nationwide,	the	percent	of	students	of	color	enrolled	in	a	school	district	is	associated	with	
the	prevalence	of	alternative	schools	in	that	district,	such	that	school	districts	with	higher	
proportions	of	racially	minoritized	students	are	more	likely	to	have	at	least	one	alternative	
school	(Verdugo	&	Glenn,	2006).	As	I	discuss	in	greater	detail	below,	through	both	direct	
and	indirect	channels,	racial	disparities	in	AE	also	have	implications	for	disparities	in	the	
criminal	justice	system.	
	
Continuation	Schools	in	California:	Justification	for	Current	Study		

																																																													
8 To reiterate, though charter and other “choice” schools are sometimes categorized under AE, in the 
current paper I use AE specifically in reference to alternative schools to which students may be 
involuntarily referred.  
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Given	that	California’s	statewide	continuation	school9	enrollments	also	follow	
nationwide	trends	in	racial	disproportionality,	the	dearth	of	research	examining	the	
contexts	that	facilitate	these	enrollments	is	concerning.	Statewide,	continuation	schools	
have	a	greater	concentration	of	poor	students	and	students	of	color	than	do	comprehensive	
high	schools	(de	Velasco	et	al.,	2008;	de	Velasco	&	Gonzales,	2017;	Hill,	2007;	Legislative	
Analyst’s	Office	[LAO],	2015).	Black,	Latinx	and	English	Language	Learner	(ELL)	students	
are	overrepresented	statewide	in	continuation	schools,	while	non-Hispanic	White	and	
Asian	students	are	under-represented	(EdSource,	2008;	LAO,	2015).	Yet,	there	is	evidence	
that	considerable	district-level	nuances	exist.		For	example,	a	comprehensive	study	of	
California’s	continuation	schools	found	that	Black	students	are	overrepresented	in	
continuation	schools	by	3%	at	the	statewide	level,	but	in	urban	districts	their	enrollment	in	
AE	exceeds	district-wide	averages	by	at	least	50%	(de	Velasco,	2008).	Additionally,	the	
policies	and	procedures	governing	AE	schools	and	referrals	suggest	that	school	districts	are	
an	important	level	of	analysis.	Each	school	district	in	California	is	responsible	for	the	
development	of	its	own	AE	referral	procedures,	including	“identification,	placement,	and	
intake	procedures”	and	the	establishment	of	specific	criteria	for	referral,	as	well	as	for	
ensuring	that	“this	criterion	is	not	applied	arbitrarily,	but	is	consistently	applied	on	a	
districtwide	basis”	(CA	Ed.	Code	§	48432.3-48432.5).	The	governing	board	of	school	
districts	are	also	responsible	for	the	design	of	alternative	schools	themselves,	including	
“grade	levels	served,	how	instruction	is	delivered,	types	of	students	targeted”	and	whether	
students	are	enrolled	for	academic	or	behavioral	problems	(Warren,	2016,	p.	5).	Thus,	wide	
procedural	discretion	at	the	district	level	may	create	avenues	for	varying	racial	
disproportionality,	while	both	the	development	and	application	of	referral	procedures	may	
be	influenced	by,	and	in	turn	influence,	sociodemographic	and	other	characteristics	of	the	
district.		
	 Drawing	upon	insights	from	Critical	Race	Theory	(CRT),	I	hypothesize	that	similar	
factors	that	predict	district	and	school	variation	in	zero	tolerance	policies	will	also	predict	
district-level	variation	in	racially	disproportionate	AE	enrollment.	More	specifically,	in	the	
following	sections	I	use	a	CRT	lens	to	argue	that	both	of	these	policies	represent	racialized	
forms	of	exclusion	that	achieve	similar	goals	through	similar	means,	and	I	support	these	
theoretical	linkages	with	prior	literature	on	each.	Given	these	linkages,	I	draw	from	
literature	examining	macro-level	(or	contextual)	predictors	of	zero	tolerance	policies	to	
explore	the	overrepresentation	of	students	of	color	in	California’s	continuation	schools.		
	

PART	III	
Critical	Race	Theory	in	Education	

	 Critical	Race	Theory	(CRT)	is	a	theoretical,	methodological	and	activist	tradition	
initially	developed	by	legal	and	socio-legal	scholars,	predominantly	of	color,	in	the	1980s.	
CRT	scholars	sought,	among	other	things,	to	draw	on	legal	and	historical	analysis	and	
experiential	knowledge	to	expose	how	“racism	and	the	construction	of	race	were	central	to	
an	understanding	of	American	law	and	politics”	(Matsuda,	1996,	p.	47)10.	Relatedly,	CRT	

																																																													
9 Continuation schools are a specific type of alternative school whose stated purpose is to assist students 
“at-risk for not graduating,” often due to being behind on credits (California Department of Education, 
2019a). Greater detail is provided in subsequent sections. 
10 For a richer discussion of CRT as a movement and a tradition, see, e.g., Crenshaw, 1995; 2011.   
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scholarship	in	education	exposes	the	“inextricable	relationship	between	educational	
inequality	and	race”	(Lynn	&	Dixson,	2013,	p.	4).		In	1995,	building	on	the	foundations	set	
by	legal	and	sociolegal	scholars,	Ladson-Billings	and	Tate	outlined	CRT’s	application	to	
educational	scholarship,	offering	that	“the	intersection	of	race11	and	property	creates	an	
analytic	tool	through	which	we	can	understand	social	(and	consequently	school)	
inequality”	(Ladson-Billings	&	Tate,	1995,	p.	12).	This	framework	conceptualizes	both	
material	and	intellectual	resources—for	example,	Advanced	Placement	and	college	
preparation	courses,	science	labs	and	extracurricular	activities—as	property,	or	valuable	
commodities,	to	which	the	white	middle	class	enjoys	unfettered	access	(Ladson-Billings,	
2009).	According	to	CRT,	whiteness	is	itself	a	form	of	property	that	encompasses,	among	
other	things,	the	“absolute	right	to	exclude”	(Harris,	1993).	One	way	the	education	system	
preserves	resources	and	opportunities	for	the	“majority12,”	and	in	doing	so	reinforces	the	
property	value	of	whiteness,	is	through	facially	neutral	policies	and	practices	that	enable	
the	tracking,	sorting	and	exclusion	of	racially	minoritized	others13	(Oakes,	1995;	Dixson	&	
Rousseau,	2005).	These	may	be	informal	practices--such	as	encouraging	students	of	color	
not	to	take	higher	level	classes--	or	in	institutionalized	policies,	such	as	using	watered	
down	curriculum	in	“remedial”	classes,	to	which	students	of	color	are	disproportionately	
referred,	or	replacing	critical	thinking	with	standardized	tests	that	justify	the	weeding	out	
of	“underperforming”	students	(Ladson-Billings,	2009;	Ladson-Billings	&	Tate,	1995).		

These	mechanisms	of	exclusion,	as	I	will	call	them—along	with,	and	as	part	of,	
broader	configurations	of	racial	and	wealth	inequality—allow	for	formal	desegregation	
while	ensuring	that	huge	proportions	of	Black	and	non-white	students	are	systematically	
denied	access	to	a	quality	education	(Duncan,	2000;	Ladson-Billings,	2009;	Ladson-Billings	
&	Tate,	1995).		In	doing	so,	they	stratify	the	terrain	of	possible	opportunities	along	axes	of	
race	and	class,	thus	preparing	students	for	their	positions	in	a	hierarchical	social	order	of	
which	race	is,	too,	a	permanent	fixture14.	Such	mechanisms	of	exclusion,	therefore,	would	
appear	to	have	direct	implications	for	a	social	order	increasingly	and	incalculably	shaped	
by	the	rise	of	the	prison	industrial	complex	(PIC).	Indeed,	scholars	have	argued	that	schools	
specifically	prepare	students	of	color	for	a	place	in	prison	(Heitzeg,	2014;	Hirschfield,	2008;	
Noguera	2003).	What	a	CRT	lens	brings	to	fore	is	that	this	preparation	manifests	itself	in	
ways	that	extend	far	beyond	explicitly	punitive	zero	tolerance	policies,	and	through	
“pathways”	that	may	have	multiple	detours.	
	
Re-Conceptualizing	the	School-Prison	Nexus:	Educational-Penal	Realism	

CRT	asserts	that	racism	is	endemic	to	American	law	and	life	(Bell,	1992;	Matsueda	et	
al.,	1993).	By	this	logic,	the	persistent	racial	inequalities	that	pervade	schools,	jails	and	
other	social	institutions	are	not	aberrations,	unintended	consequences	or	failures,	but	

																																																													
11 By centering racism as a defining feature of social inequality, CRT does not suggest that 
subordination—which occurs through overlapping systems of oppression—can be wholly understood 
through race, but rather that it cannot be understood without it.  
12 Where majority refers to those in power, rather than a numeric majority.  
13 In practice, the right to exclude extends to a host of socially constructed categories of “other,” such as 
ability, sexuality, gender and language. Unfortunately, attending to each of these axes of oppression is 
beyond the scope of this particular paper. 
14 See Bell (1992) on race as a permanent fixture  
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instead	are	meaningfully	and	inextricably	connected.	Building	on	CRT-founder	Derrick	
Bell’s	(1992)	concept	of	racial	realism,15	Fasching-Varner	et	al.	(2014)	explicate	a	theory	of	
educational-penal	realism,	which	suggests	that	that	the	education	and	criminal	justice	
systems	operate	in	tandem	to	serve	those	in	power	at	the	expense	of	those	without,	and	
that	“the	policies	by	which	we	educate	and	police/punish	are	not	only	inextricably	linked	
but	that	their	joined-at-the-hip	relationship	is	part	of	an	economic	imperative	of	free-
market	[and	racial]	capitalism”	(p.	411).	Importantly,	they	argue	that	multiple	educational	
practices	and	reforms	fuel	the	growth	of	the	PIC	by	facilitating	the	preparation	of	Black	and	
brown	youth	for	prison.		

This	perspective	differs	notably	from	theoretical	explanations	of	the	STPP	that,	
through	their	hyperfocus	on	school	discipline,	conceptualize	zero	tolerance	policies	and	
their	pervasive	inequalities	as	a	startling,	isolated	or	somehow	novel	trend,	rather	than	a	
continuity	in	the	narrative	arc	of	education.	While	post-1990s	school	discipline	has	in	
noticeable	and	important	ways	strengthened	the	school-prison	nexus,	a	CRT	lens	suggests	
that	this	bond	exists	fundamentally	and	is	secured	through	multiple	channels.	More	
specifically,	a	theory	of	educational-penal	realism	advances	the	proposition	that	there	are	
multiple	mechanisms	of	exclusion	that	enable	schools	and	the	PIC	to	work	in	tandem,	and	
that	racial	disparities	across	these	mechanisms	are	interconnected	with	each	other,	and	
with	the	disparities	of	the	justice	system.		
An	educational-penal	perspective	grounded	in	racial	realism	also	critiques	the	discourse	of	
crisis,	which	helps	to	create	a	self-sustaining	system	whose	own	“failures”	are	intentional	
and	profit-generating	(Fasching-Varner	et	al.,	2014).	“Crises”	in	both	the	criminal	justice	
and	education	systems—for	example,	overpopulated,	racially	inequitable	prisons	or	low	
graduation	rates	for	students	of	color—are	not	crises	but	are	instead	functional	
components	of	the	system’s	machinery.	The	discourse	of	crisis	helps	to	create	a	self-
sustaining	system	by	provoking	and	rationalizing	reforms	that	exacerbate	the	very	
“failures”	they	were	ostensibly	developed	to	mitigate.		Educational	reforms--	themselves	
comprising	somewhat	of	an	industrial	complex--	generate	profit,	benefit	the	owning-class	
and	undermine	the	interests	of	Black	and	non-white	communities,	despite	purportedly	
aiming	to	do	precisely	the	opposite	(Dixson	et	al.,	2014).		Applying	a	racial	realism	
perspective	to	the	STPP	pushes	us	as	scholars	to	reconsider	why	disparities	in	zero	
tolerance	policies	have	persisted	since	their	inception	and	invites	us	to	critically	analyze	
the	connections	between	these	disparities	and	those	that	pervade	other	mechanisms	of	
exclusion.	Rather	than	compartmentalizing	these	mechanisms,	I	will	argue,	we	should	
interrogate	their	locomotion	as	complementary	vehicles	driving	the	school-prison	nexus.		

In	sum,	CRT--	which	informs	a	theory	of	educational-penal	realism--	provides	a	
conceptual	framework	for	understanding	zero	tolerance	policies	as	just	one	mechanism	of	
racialized	exclusion	operating	within	and	as	part	of	a	much	larger	machinery	of	educational	
stratification.	By	enabling	us	to	re-conceptualize	the	school-prison	bond	as	irreducible	to	
punitive	school	discipline,	this	framework	invites	us	to	analyze	the	multiple	educational	

																																																													
15 Bell’s (1992) concept of racial realism challenges liberal legalism’s principle of racial equality, 
suggesting that the legal system was set up to, and will only ever, benefit those who are white, in power 
and with wealth. In addressing the permanence of racism to American jurisprudence, Bell suggests that 
legal reforms necessarily strengthen a fundamentally oppressive system and, therefore, that true change 
will never come from the ruler’s playbook.  
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policies	strengthening	this	bond	and	to	interrogate	their	similarities	in	order	to	paint	a	
fuller,	more	accurate	picture	of	punishment	and	exclusion.	Utilizing	this	framework,	in	the	
following	sections	I	draw	on	extant	literature	to	suggest	the	similarities	between	zero	
tolerance	policies	and	AE	referrals	as	two	mechanisms	of	racialized	exclusion	that	have	
implications	for	the	school-prison	nexus.	In	particular,	I	suggest	that	these	policies	are	
similar	in	impact	and	operation.		

Similarities	Between	Zero	Tolerance	Policies	and	AE	Referrals	
Impact		
Pervasive	Racial	Disparities	
	 In	both	zero	tolerance	discipline	and	enrollment	in	alternative	education	(AE),	there	
exist	persistent	and	pervasive	racial	disparities.	As	mentioned,	Black	and	Latinx	students	
are	consistently	disproportionately	targeted	by	zero	tolerance	policies	(Bejarano,	2014;	
Children’s	Defense	Fund,	2012;	Kim	et	al.,	2010;	Skiba,	2014a;	Skiba	et	al.,	2002;	Wallace	et	
al.,	2008)	and	are,	across	the	board	both	historically	and	contemporarily,	overrepresented	
in	involuntary	AE	(de	Velasco,	2008;	de	Velasco	&	Gonzales,	2017;	Chiang	&	Gill,	2010;	
Perzigian	et	al.,	2017;	Verdugo	&	Glenn,	2006;	Wilkerson	et	al.,	2016).	A	full	discussion	of	
these	disparities	is	not	necessary	here,	as	it	has	been	covered	in	previous	sections.	Instead,	
we	can	revisit	these	disparities	with	our	new	theoretical	framework.	Foregrounding	the	
primacy	of	racism	to	educational	inequalities,	and	recognizing	the	symbiotic	(see	also,	
Meiners,	2007)	relationship	between	educational	policy	and	carcerality,	imbues	the	
pervasive	racial	disparities	in	AE	enrollment	and	zero	tolerance	discipline	with	new	
meaning.	By	disproportionately	removing	students	of	color	from	the	classroom,	both	
policies	are	a	manifestation	of,	and	at	the	same	time	function	to	preserve,	the	property	
value	of	whiteness	at	meso	(e.g.,	classroom)	and	macro	(e.g.,	labor	market)	levels.	
Moreover,	a	theory	of	education-penal	realism	suggests	that	the	disparities	consistently	
generated	by	each	policy	specifically	function	to	feed	into	a	racialized	carceral	order,	which	
in	turn	oils	the	wheels	of	a	racial	capitalist	system.		

While	the	compartmentalization	of	policies	fueling	the	school-prison	nexus	
necessitates	conceptualizing	zero	tolerance	and	AE	disparities	as	unrelated	and	likely	
unintended,	a	CRT	lens	opens	space	for	the	proposition	that	they	are	meaningfully	and	
purposefully	intertwined.	As	two	manifestations	of	the	joined-at-the-hip	functioning	of	
education	and	punishment,	moreover,	that	the	disparities	in	zero	tolerance	policies	and	AE	
referrals	both	mirror	the	“patterns	of	inequitable	sanctions”	(Ladson-Billings,	2009,	p.	120)	
in	the	criminal	justice	system	becomes	theoretically	meaningful.	These	connections	
between	these	two	policies	become	further	evident	through	a	closer	examination	of	their	
impact.		
Direct	and	Indirect	Pathways	to	Prison	
	 As	two	mechanisms	of	exclusion,	both	zero	tolerance	policies	and	AE	referrals	
similarly	generate	direct	and	indirect	“pedagogical	pathways”	(Fasching-Varner	et	al.	2014,	
p.	422)	to	prison.	Detailing	the	consequences	of	zero	tolerance	discipline	for	criminal	
justice	contact	has	been	the	extensive	focus	of	much	prior	literature	(e.g.,	Cuellar	&	
Markowitz,	2015;	Fabelo	et	al.,	2011;	Mittleman,	2018;	Monahan	et	al.,	2014;	
Shollenberger,	2013)--	indeed,	this	extensiveness	is	in	part	the	motivation	for	the	current	
paper--so	I	do	not	discuss	those	consequences	here.	I	aim,	instead,	to	draw	attention	to	the	
empirical	literature	suggesting	that	AE	environments	facilitate	direct	and	indirect	
pathways	to	incarceration	as	well.		
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To	begin,	students	pushed	into	alternative	schools	are	subject	to	a	heightened	
likelihood	of	direct	criminal	justice	contact.	As	racialized	spaces	of	abandonment,	many	
alternative	schools	have	themselves	become	hypercriminalized;	to	justice	officials,	they	
represent	fertile	sites	for	warrantless	searches	insofar	as	the	students	they	stop	there	may	
be	more	likely	to	have	warrants	or	be	on	probation	(Hirschfield,	2018).	Additionally,	a	high	
percentage	of	public	school	districts	rely	on	partnerships	with	law	enforcement	and	
juvenile	justice	agencies	to	provide	alternative	school	services,	placing	students	at	these	
schools	within	the	constant	net	of	control	of	the	criminal	justice	system	(Hirschfield,	2018;	
Reyes,	2006).	Extant	but	limited	research	has	tracked	the	pathway	from	Disciplinary	
Alternative	Education	Programs	(DAEPs)	to	incarceration	statistically.	In	an	examination	of	
four	DAEPs	in	Kentucky,	Vanderhaar	et	al.	(2014)	found	that	among	students	placed	in	AE	
in	elementary	school,	52.9%	experienced	detention	before	12th	grade;	of	those	placed	in	
high	school,	24.6%	were	detained	within	less	than	a	year.	Importantly,	the	researchers	
found	stark	racial	and	socioeconomic	disparities	both	in	overall	placement	and	in	the	
relationship	between	AE	and	subsequent	detention16.		
	 The	avenues	between	AE	referral	and	criminal	justice	contact	also	take	indirect	
routes.	In	earlier	sections,	I	offered	a	series	of	statistics	highlighting	the	alarming	rates	of	
dropout	from	alternative	schools	(Chiang	&	Gill,	2010;	Hammond,	2017;	Hill,	2007;	
Rotermund,	2007;	Wilkerson	et	al.,	2016),	which	are	prompted	by	substandard	conditions	
and	remedial	curriculum	that	emphasizes	behavioral	modification	over	critical	thinking	
(Bacon,	2015;	Foley	&	Pang,	2006;	Fresques	et	al.,	2017;	Horsford	&	Powell.	2016;	Munoz,	
2004;	Kim,	2008).	These	statistics	have	direct	implications	for	exposure	to	the	criminal	
justice	system,	as	well	as	under	and	unemployment,	given	the	relationship	between	
dropout	and	subsequent	incarceration.	For	example,	nearly	56%	of	inmates	in	state	and	
local	jails	have	dropped	out	of	high	school	(Ewert	et	al.,	2014).	Rates	of	institutionalization	
are	63	times	higher	for	high	school	dropouts	than	for	young	adults	with	a	college	
education,	and	young	Black	men	without	a	high	school	degree	are	more	likely	than	any	
other	group	to	experience	incarceration	(Sum	et	al.,	2009).	In	fact,	young	Black	men	who	
dropout--	or,	rather,	have	been	pushed	out--	of	high	school	are	more	likely	to	become	
incarcerated	than	they	are	to	become	employed	(Pettit	&	Western,	2004).	By	filtering	
students	into	learning	environments	that	are	either	unable	or	make	no	effort	to	retain	
them,	AE	referrals	facilitate	youth	dropout	and	in	doing	so	exacerbate	youths’	likelihood	of	
incarceration.	

Therefore,	both	zero	tolerance	policies	and	AE	referrals	suture	the	school-prison	
bind	directly,	such	as	through	immediate	contact	with	law	enforcement,	and	indirectly,	
such	as	(but	not	exclusively)	through	the	denial	of	the	intellectual,	material	and	emotional	
																																																													
16 It is perhaps useful to acknowledge here that disciplinary alternative schools (or DAEPs) have received 
some, albeit limited, attention in the literature. Even this limited engagement, however, has focused 
predominantly on disciplinary AE as it relates to the education provided (or not) to students who have 
been suspended or expelled (e.g., Kim et al., 2010), thereby subsuming a complex process that can occur 
for multiple reasons into the language of zero tolerance discipline. The means through which DAEPs 
fortify the nexus-- hyper-punitiveness, remedial curriculum, and substandard conditions that lead to 
disengagement-- however, are conditions that characterize continuation schools in California (de Velasco, 
2008; de Velasco & Gonzales, 2017), despite their stated purpose being unrelated to behavioral issues. 
This indicates that the importance of multiple types of AE environments to the school-prison nexus 
extends beyond their relationship to zero tolerance discipline.  
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resources	that	make	education	meaningful	and	incarceration	unlikely.	In	conjunction	with	
the	disparities	that	pervade	each,	through	a	CRT	lens	this	semblance	in	impact	becomes	
less	an	uncanny	coincidence	and	more	an	indication	of	the	multifaceted	nature	through	
which	public	education	systematically	disempowers	Black	and	Latinx	students	by	
generating	complex	webs	between	schools	and	prisons.	The	linkages	between	these	two	
mechanisms	of	racialized	exclusion	become	increasingly	apparent	in	the	mechanics	
through	which	they	each	operate:	the	discourse	of	crisis	and	racially	codified	processes	of	
classification.		
	
Operation		
Discourse	of	Crisis		
	 True	crisis	occurs	when	systems	are	no	longer	able	to	reproduce	themselves	
(Gilmore,	2007).	The	discourse	of	crisis,	however,	plays	an	integral	role	in	the	growth	and	
maintenance	of	systems	whose	public	and	material	support	depends	upon	the	existence	of	
some	“thing”	(or	someone)	to	fix.	The	PIC	is	an	exemplar	of	one	such	system	and,	especially	
by	way	of	its	relationship	to	prisons,	so	too	is	the	education	system.	In	their	theory	of	
penal-educational	realism,	Fasching-Varner	et	al	(2014)	argue,	in	particular,	that	the	
discourse	of	crisis	enables	an	endless	production	of	educational	reforms	that	maintain	the	
very	problems	they	were	ostensibly	developed	to	“fix.”	Both	AE	referrals	and	zero	
tolerance	policies	operate	through	the	discourse	of	crisis.	
	 Crisis	of	school	safety	Zero	tolerance	policies	emerged	out	of	a	broader	
sociopolitical	discourse	of	crisis	surrounding	crime	and	safety.	Their	development	
alongside	the	War	on	Drugs	and	a	string	of	harsh	sentencing	guidelines	such	as	Three	
Strikes	alludes,	in	particular,	to	a	racially	codified	discourse	of	crisis.	Zero	tolerance	policies	
became	nearly	ubiquitous	between	the	years	of	1989	and	1992,	adopted	by	educators	
“eager	for	a	no-nonsense	response	to	drugs,	gangs	and	weapons”	who	saw	these	policies	as	
a	foolproof	way	to	make	their	schools	safer	(Skiba	&	Knesting,	2001,	p.	19).	The	presumed	
need	and	aggressive	support	for	these	policies,	which	co-occurred	with	the	passage	of	the	
Guns	Free	School	Act	of	1994,	was	agitated	following	Columbine	and	other	nationally-
covered	school	shootings.	But,	to	the	extent	that	they	overlapped	with	a	political	shift	
towards	a	crime-control	model	of	governance	(Simon,	2006),	zero	tolerance	policies	more	
implicitly	emerged	in	response	to	a	criminologist-concocted	and	media-exacerbated	public	
safety	“crisis”	surrounding	urban	(read:	Black	and	Latinx)	“superpredators”	in	need	of	
incapacitation	(Giroux,	2003;	Heitzeg,	2014;	Rios,	2006).	Thus,	while	zero	tolerance	
policies	developed	as	a	panacea	for	an	ostensible	“near	epidemic	of	school	violence”	(Skiba	
&	Knesting,	2001,	p.	19),		their	use	and	support	is	sustained	by	the	logic	that	policing	
normal	adolescent	behavior	and	removing	“disruptive”	students	from	the	classroom	will	
quell	a	crisis	of	safety	that	is	ever-impending	in	the	public	consciousness	of	a	carceral	
nation.			
	 Crisis	of	school	failure	While	some	alternative	schools	(e.g.,	DAEPs)	have	also	
emerged	as	an	ostensible	solution	to	the	“crisis”	of	misbehavior	(Reyes,	2001;	2006),	AE	
referrals--and	referrals	to	continuation	schools,	in	particular--	more	explicitly	operate	
through	the	discourse	of	a	crisis	of	school	failure.	Though	many	states	rely	on	alternative	
education	to	serve	students	perceived	to	have	behavioral	problems	and	students	who	have	
been	expelled	or	are	in	legal	trouble,	most	have	established	alternative	education	as	a	drop-
out	prevention	strategy	(Porowski,	O’Connor,	&	Luo,	2014).	Alternative	schooling,	in	fact,	is	
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heralded	by	the	National	Dropout	Prevention	Center	as	a	key	strategy	in	dropout	
prevention	(Reimer	&	Cash,	2003).	In	California	specifically,	continuation	high	schools	
emerged	as	the	state’s	“premier	dropout	intervention	program”	in	response	to	the	
“growing	sense	of	urgency	regarding	California’s	dropout	rate”	(Perez	&	Johnson,	2008,	p.	
vi,	emphasis	added).	These	schools	serve	students	“at	risk	of	not	completing	their	
education”	(California	Department	of	Education,	2019a,	emphasis	added)	or	those	“in	
danger	of	either	not	graduating	on	time	or	dropping	out	of	school	entirely”	(EdSource,	
2008,	p.	1;	emphasis	added).	

	Through	language	such	as	“urgency,”	“risk”	and	“danger,”	the	discourse	
surrounding	alternative	education	signals	a	supposed	crisis	whereby	not	only	have	large	
proportions	of	students	stopped	coming	to	school,	but	an	even	larger	proportion	of	almost-
drop-outs	is	always	inevitably	awaiting	this	fate	as	well.	Yet,	given	the	lack	of	accountability	
surrounding	alternative	schools	(de	Velasco	&	Gonzales,	2017;	Fresques	et	al.,	2017;	Hill,	
2007)--	including	a	lack	of	data	on	figures	as	simple	as	graduation	and	enrollment	rates	
(EdSource,	2008;	Fresques	et	al.,	2017)--	and	their	consistent	inability	to	help	students	
graduate	(Chiang	&	Gill,	2010;	Hammond,	2017;	Hill,	2007;	Rotermund,	2007;	Wilkerson	et	
al.,	2016),	referring	students	to	AE	in	order	to	deal	with	the	“crisis”	of	academic	failure	
sustains	the	very	need	for	alternative	schools	and,	thereby,	sustains	an	endless	flow	of	
students	who	have	been	“given	one	last	chance”	before	their	full	abandonment	by	the	
public	education	system.		

For	both	zero	tolerance	policies	and	AE	referrals,	the	discourse	of	crisis	generates	
the	ongoing	need	for	reforms,	policies	and	institutions	ostensibly	designed	to	mitigate	the	
very	“failures”	they	consistently	produce.	Implicit	in	each	of	these	crises	and	their	
accompanying	(non)solutions	is,	first,	a	belief	in	an	always	extant	proportion	of	youth	who	
are	at-risk	for	some	sort	of	failure,	and,	second,	the	notion	that	Black	and	non-white	
students	are	the	crisis	that	needs	fixing.	In	an	always	unstable	system	of	racial	capitalism,	
these	non-crises	and	non-solutions	prevent	a	real	crisis	from	happening,	by	ensuring	an	
endless	flow	of	racially	minoritized	students	out	of	the	classroom	and	into	the	abyss	of	the	
carceral	nation.	If	the	nexus	between	schools	and	prisons	is	fortified	by	the	educational	
reform	industrial	complex,	and	more	specifically	by	the	discourse	of	crisis,	then	zero	
tolerance	policies	and	AE	referrals	again	emerge	as	two	mechanisms	of	racialized	exclusion	
whose	operating	logics	mirror	each	other’s	and	those	of	the	PIC	more	generally.	
Importantly,	these	logics	function	smoothly	in	a	post-racial	(see	Crenshaw,	2011)	America	
because	of	their	facial	neutrality.		
“Colorblind”	Classificatory	Schemes		

Dismissing	myths	of	objectivity	and	meritocracy,	CRT	highlights	how	schools	
operate	as	sorting	mechanisms	through	the	use	of	“colorblind”	classificatory	schemes	that	
justify	the	exclusion	of	Black	and	Brown	students.	Solorzano	and	Yosso	(2001)	describe	
how	racial	stereotypes	shape	the	categorization	of	students	into	various	deficit-based	
categories	that	justify	a	certain	action--	often	exclusion	from	the	classroom,	from	a	rich	
curriculum,	or	from	other	forms	of	intellectual	and	material	wealth.	Colorblind	labeling	
schemes	enable	and	“justify”	racialized	exclusion,	while	at	the	same	time	obscuring	racist	
outcomes	as	the	result	of	individual	failure.	Literature	suggests	that	both	zero	tolerance	
policies	and	AE	referrals	operate,	and	are	able	to	sustain	their	disparate	impact	on	Black	
and	non-white	students,	through	similar	racially	codified	classificatory	schemes	of	
criminality	or	misbehavior,	and	underperformance.		
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Criminality.	Scholars	have	argued	that	the	criminalization	(i.e.,	classification	as	
criminal	or	deviant)	of	Black	and	Brown	youth	and	their	behaviors	both	exacerbates	and	is	
exacerbated	by	zero	tolerance	policies	(Giroux,	2003;	Rios,	2006;	Hetizeg,	2014).	Because	
of	the	“tough	on	crime”	context	out	of	which	they	emerged	and,	relatedly,	because	of	the	
“criminal”	behaviors	they	were	intended	to	target,	it	is	relatively	easy	to	draw	links	
between	the	criminalization	of	students	of	color	through	zero	tolerance	policies	and	the	
hyper-criminalization	of	people	of	color,	in	particular	Black	people,	in	the	media	and	by	the	
justice	system.	Yet,	the	inextricable	link	between	criminalization	and	blackness	in	
America17	does	not	extend	to	just	one	policy	in	schools.	Researchers	have	argued,	instead,	
that	it	is	the	discretionary	nature	of	school	discipline	coupled	with	deeply	embedded	and	
firmly	entrenched	stereotypes	that	converge	to	sustain	and	justify	the	consistent	
maldistribution	of	suspension,	expulsion	and	arrest	along	axes	of	race	and	gender	(George,	
2015;	Morris,	2016).		

While	research	has	focused	on	zero	tolerance	policies	and	the	“colorblind”	
classifications	of	criminal	or	defiant	that	precede	them,	literature	suggests	that	AE	referrals	
operate	through	similar	classificatory	schemes.	Drawing	from	her	ethnography	at	one	
continuation	school,	Dunning-Lozano	(2016)	suggests	that	AE	referrals	represent	a	pattern	
of	“detrimental	exclusion”	that	occurs	through	racially	coded	classificatory	schemes.	Reyes’	
(2001;	2006)	research	on	disciplinary	alternative	schools	in	Texas	shows	how	referral	
policies	are	informed	by	law	and	order	language,	the	intent	of	which	was	to	remove	serious	
juvenile	“offenders”	from	the	classroom	but	the	effect	of	which	amounted	to	the	
criminalization	of	normal	childhood	behavior.		Rather	than	a	desire	to	afford	credit-
deficient	students	the	academic	support	they	need,	“severe	or	chronic	misbehavior”	is	often	
the	impetus	for	transfers	to	alternative	schools	(Hirschfield,	2018,	pp.	15).	Interestingly,	
districts	with	high	minority	enrollment	are	more	likely	to	cite	behavioral	infractions	as	the	
cause	of	alternative	school	referral	(Duardo	DeNobile,	2009).	Moreover,	interviews	with	
alternative	school	students	suggest	a	referral	process	through	which	Black	youth	are	
disproportionately	criminalized	and	labeled	as	unfit	for	a	traditional	education	(Dunbar,	
2001)18.		

The	discourse	surrounding	continuation	schools	in	California	further	suggests	a	
semblance	between	the	classifications	that	justify	AE	referrals	and	zero	tolerance	policies.	
Involuntary	transfers	may	be	imposed	the	first	time	a	student	commits	any	one	of	the	acts	
for	which	a	student	may	also	be	subject	to	mandatory	suspension	or	expulsion	(CA	Ed.	
Code	§	48900).	Some	of	the	specific	behaviors	that	warrant	involuntary	transfer	to	a	
continuation	school	include	truancy,	irregular	attendance	or	“disrupting”	the	classroom	
environment	(CA	Ed.	Code	§	48432.5;	CA	Ed.	Code	§	48900),	consistent	with	theoretical	

																																																													
17 While other forms of non-whiteness are also criminalized, I write blackness here to signify the uniquely 
structural, historical and violently crafted relationship between blackness and constructions of criminality 
in America (see Muhammad, 2010) 
18 Given the interventions of the current study, it is important to note that a disciplinary referral need not 
be required in order for classifications of criminality to be at play. Indeed, one of the dangers of referrals 
to continuation schools may be that they enable the exclusion of students deemed “criminal” or 
misbehaving, while enabling schools and teachers to evade potential consequences associated with high 
rates of zero tolerance discipline.  
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and	empirical	suggestions	that	current	school	disciplinary	practices	are	governed	by	the	
criminalization	of	normal	adolescent	behavior.		

Underperformance.	Schools	also	categorize	students	according	to	arbitrary	
measures	of	ability	that	overlap	with	other	socially	constructed	identities,	such	as	race	and	
gender,	to	uniquely	disadvantage	non-majority	students	(Annamma,	Connor,	&	Ferri,	2012)	
In	addition	to	criminalization,	“colorblind”	classifications	of	ability	and	academic	
performance	operate	to	justify	exclusion.	CRT	scholars	argue	that	educational	reforms	
emphasizing	high-stakes	standardized	testing	and	Adequate	Yearly	Progress	reports	
exacerbate	the	classification,	and	subsequent	exclusion,	of	students	of	color	labeled	as	
unable	and	underperfoming	(Ladson-Billings,	2009;	Ladson-Billings	&	Tate,	1995).	
Nationwide	policies	such	as	the	No	Child	Left	Behind	Act	have	financially	incentivized	
schools	to	perform	well	on	standardized	tests,	which	themselves	have	come	under	scrutiny	
as	mechanisms	of	de	facto	segregation	(FairTest,	2010;	Knoester	&	Au,	2017;	Togut,	2011).	
As	a	result,	teachers	and	administrators	attempting	to	“game	the	system”	have	relied	on	
zero	tolerance	policies	as	a	tool	to	push	out	underperforming	students	and	boost	overall	
scores	(Figlio,	2006).	While	most	scholars	have	focused	on	the	intersection	of	
accountability	reforms	and	zero	tolerance	policies,	literature	suggests	that	these	reforms	
similarly	facilitate	the	classification	of	students	suitable	for	AE	referral.		

Assigning	students	to	alternative	schools	has	also	received	scrutiny	as	one	of	many	
strategies	used	to	“manipulate”	aggregate	scores:	a	practice	that	concretizes	the	school-
prison	nexus	and	the	racial	disparities	that	pervade	it	(Advancement	Project,	2010).	The	
lack	of	accountability	or	data	collection	surrounding	alternative	schools	further	suggests	
that	accountability	reforms	intersect	with	racially	codified	markers	of	ability	to	fuel	the	AE	
referral	process19.	In	California,	for	example,	alternative	schools	that	serve	students	“at-
risk”	for	school	failure	are	held	to	a	different	accountability	system	than	non-alternative	
schools,	which	includes	different	standards	for	reporting	testing	scores	(CDE,	2019b).	
Ostensibly	due	to	the	difficulty	of	accounting	for	highly	mobile	students,	the	testing	scores	
of	students	who	are	transferred	to	alternative	schools	are	counted	towards	neither	the	
referring	nor	the	receiving	school’s	aggregate	scores	(a	process	that	applies	to	inter-district	
transfers	as	well)	(Hill,	2007).		Reports	have	found	that	students	enrolled	in	California’s	
continuation	schools	exhibit	lower	performance	overall	on	state-administered	
standardized	tests	when	compared	to	their	comprehensive	school	counterparts	(Ruiz	de	
Velasco,	2008),	indicating	a	pattern	whereby	“underperforming”	students	systematically	
receive	referrals.	This	pattern	of	using	alternative	schools	as	“release	valves”	to	raise	
aggregate	testing	scores	has	increased	concurrently,	in	multiple	states,	with	the	passage	of	
increasingly	strict	reporting	policies	(Fresques	et	al.,	2017).		

From	a	CRT	perspective,	this	pattern	demonstrates	the	multitude	of	policies	that	
converge	to	generate	avenues	through	which	students	of	color	can	be	systematically	

																																																													
19  It is important to note that racially codified classifications of educability or performance cannot be 
wholly explained by the accountability movement or its resultant manipulation tactics. Deficit-based 
thinking and pedagogy permeates the educational landscape and intersects with centuries of “educational 
debt” (Ladson-Billings, 2006) owed to racially minoritized communities to render students of color the 
consistent recipients of “uneducable” and “underperforming” classifications. I highlight manipulation 
tactics here to demonstrate one way in which multiple policies converge to facilitate the mobilization of 
these classifications into justification for racialized exclusion.   
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excluded,	abandoned	and	displaced.	Through	this	lens	the	similar	operation	between	zero	
tolerance	policies	and	AE	referrals	becomes	particularly	pronounced	and	theoretically	
meaningful.	In	addition	to	their	use	as	manipulation	tactics	and	their	contributions	to	the	
school-prison	nexus,	each	of	these	ostensibly	neutral	policies	are	able	to	perform	their	
exclusionary	work	through	“colorblind”	categorizations	of	behavior	and	ability.	Neither	
“criminality,”	“misbehavior,”	nor	“underperformance”	are	explicitly	racial	categories.	
However,	they	converge	with	deeply	rooted	ideologies	of	race	and	gender,	along	with	other	
persistent	social	and	educational	inequities,	to	enable,	justify	and	obscure	the	systematic	
exclusion	of	Black	and	Brown	students.	To	the	extent	that	zero	tolerance	policies	and	AE	
referrals	serve	this	purpose,	they	appear	less	as	two	separate	policies	and	more	as	two	
manifestations	of	the	ideologies	that,	according	to	CRT,	undergird	the	entire	educational	
landscape.		

CURRENT	STUDY:	CONTEXTUAL	PREDICTORS	OF	AE	REFERRAL	
Thus	far	I	have	argued,	through	the	lens	of	CRT	and	a	theory	of	educational-penal	

realism,	the	semblance	between	zero	tolerance	policies	and	AE	referrals	as	two	
mechanisms	of	racialized	exclusion--both	of	which	result	from	and	maintain	the	property	
value	of	whiteness	and	fortify	the	school-prison	nexus	--	that	achieve	similar	impact	
through	similar	operations.	Given	that	the	inequalities	generated	by	the	link	between	
racism,	property	rights	and	educational	policy	often	manifest	themselves	at	the	school	and	
district	levels--	mostly	visibly	through	unequal	funding	and	de	jure	(re)segregation	
(Duncan,	2000;	Ladson-Billing	1998;	Ladson-Billings,	2009;	Ladson-Billings	&	Tate,	1995)--	
these	two	mechanisms	of	exclusion	may	occur	under,	and	simultaneously	contribute	to,	
similar	district	contexts.	In	other	words,	schools	and	districts	function	as	macro-level	
contexts	within	which	processes	of	racialized	exclusion	occur.	The	sociodemographic	and	
other	characteristics	of	these	contexts	shape	the	nature	and	prevalence	of	racialized	
exclusion	at	the	same	time	that	racialized	exclusion	maintains	dissimilar	schools	and	
districts.	For	these	reasons,	I	draw	from	literature	examining	the	contextual	(i.e.,	school	
and	district)	characteristics	associated	with	the	adoption,	implementation	and	racially	
disproportionate	use	of	zero	tolerance	discipline	in	order	to	explore	the	district	
characteristics	associated	with	racially	disproportionate	referral	to	California’s	
continuation	schools,	hypothesizing	that	both	forms	of	exclusion	will	be	associated	with	
similar	contextual	characteristics.		
THE	EFFECT	OF	SCHOOL	AND	DISTRICT	CHARACTERISTICS	ON	ZERO	TOLERANCE	

POLICIES	
Research	on	the	STPP	shows	that	school	and	district	punitive,	sociodemographic,	and	

performance	characteristics	influence	the	use	of	zero	tolerance	policies,	in	particular,	
suspension	and	expulsion.	While	some	research	has	examined	racial	disparities	in	zero	
tolerance	outcomes,	most	studies	have	investigated	the	adoption	and	implementation	of	
zero	tolerance	policies	more	broadly.	Due	to	the	lack	of	research	examining	disparities	
specifically,	and	given	the	inherently	racialized	nature	of	zero	tolerance	policies20,	as	
outlined	in	this	paper	thus	far,	I	draw	from	literature	examining	both	outcomes.		

																																																													
20 To elaborate, the consistency and magnitude of the racially disproportionate application of zero 
tolerance policies since their inception suggests their inherently racialized nature (Heitzeg, 2014; Losen & 
Gillespie, 2012; Skiba, 2000). This contention is supported by the fact that the adoption of expanded zero 
tolerance policy laws at the school and district levels is associated with racial disparities in suspension 
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Punitiveness	
	 Existing	research	suggests	a	relationship	between	various	measures	of	punitiveness	
and	the	use	of	zero	tolerance	discipline,	as	well	as	racial	disparities	in	discipline,	at	the	
school	and	district	levels.	Hoffman	(2012)	found	that	a	sudden	district-level	policy	change	
expanding	the	list	of	behaviors	subject	to	zero	tolerance	discipline	significantly	
exacerbated	disparities	in	suspension	and	expulsion	between	Black	and	white	students	at	
the	school	level.	Similarly,	utilizing	state	and	year	fixed	effects,	Curran	(2016)	found	that	
the	adoption	of	zero	tolerance	laws	predicted	a	disproportionate	increase	in	suspensions	
for	Black	students,	in	comparison	to	white	students,	at	the	district	level.	Studies	
operationalizing	punitiveness	through	principal	attitudes	suggest	similar	relationships.	
Skiba,	et	al.	(2014)	found	that	more	punitive	orientations	of	leadership	at	the	school	level	
are	associated	with	higher	rates	of	disparities	in	suspension	and	expulsion.	Other	research	
has	found	that	administrator	and	staff	orientations	that	favor	punitive	disciplinary	
approaches	are	associated	more	generally	with	higher	duplicated	suspension	rates	(Raffael	
Mendez	et	al.,	2002).	Punitiveness	has	also	been	operationalized	via	aggregate	rates	of	
discipline.	Attempting	to	capture	the	effect	of	“stricter”	contexts,	a	host	of	studies	have	
found	that	aggregated	rates	of	zero	tolerance	discipline	at	the	school	and	district	levels	are	
positively	associated	with	individual	students’	likelihoods	of	receiving	suspension	and/or	
expulsion	(Bacher-Hicks,	Billings,	&	Deming,	2019;	Theriot,	Craun,	&	Dupper,	2010;	Wu,	
Pink,	Crain	&	Moles,	1982).	Together,	these	studies	show	that	educational	contexts	that	are	
more	punitive	are	associated	with	higher	rates	of	zero	tolerance	discipline	and	with	greater	
racial	disproportionality	in	zero	tolerance	discipline.			
	
Sociodemographic	variables	

Racial	demographics.	Literature	also	suggests	that	schools’	and	districts’	
racial/ethnic	and	socioeconomic	characteristics	are	associated	with	their	adoption	and	
implementation	of	zero	tolerance	discipline.	Research	has	consistently	shown	a	positive	
relationship	between	the	proportion	of	Black	students	attending	a	school	or	district	and	
the	use	of	zero	tolerance	discipline.	Skiba	et	al.	(2014)	found	that	percent	Black	enrollment	
was	the	single	strongest	school-level	predictor	of	individual	students’	likelihood	of	
receiving	an	out-of-school	suspension.	A	host	of	studies	have	also	found	a	positive	
association	between	the	percentage	of	Black	students	attending	a	school	and	the	
implementation	of	zero	tolerance	policies;	the	use	of	extreme	punitive	controls	such	as	
detention,	suspension,	expulsion	and	calling	the	police	(Payne	&	Welch,	2010;	Welch	&	
Payne,	2010;	2012);	rates	of	school	punishment,	arrest	and	referral;	and	police	contact	
with	students	(Ramey,	2015).	Some	research	also	suggests	a	similar	relationship	between	
percent	Latinx	enrollment	and	the	use	of	zero	tolerance	punishment	(Payne	&	Welch	
2010),	while	other	research	has	found	that	higher	proportions	of	Latinx	students	at	the	
school	level	are	positively	associated	with	the	availability	and	use	of	out-of-school	
suspensions,	but	negatively	associated	with	the	availability	and	use	of	other	forms	of	

																																																																																																																																																																																																				
and expulsion (Curran, 2016; Hoffman, 2012), and by the fact that leadership favoring the use of zero 
tolerance discipline at the school level is associated with greater racial disproportionality in suspension 
and expulsion (Skiba et al., 2014). Additionally, in most of the studies reviewed, even if 
disproportionality in rates was not the analytical outcome, racial disparities in the implementation of zero 
tolerance discipline were evident at the school or district levels.  
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discipline	(Welch	&	Payne,	2018).	Research	has	also	revealed	more	generally	that	schools	
with	higher	concentrations	of	minoritized	groups	exhibit	higher	rates	of	zero	tolerance	
discipline	(Raffaele-Mendez	et	al,	2002)	and,	similarly,	that	districts	with	higher	
concentrations	of	minorities	are	more	likely	to	implement	mandatory	expulsion	policies	for	
a	broader	spectrum	of	offenses	(Curran,	2016).	

Socioeconomic	characteristics.	Studies	also	suggest	that	socioeconomic	
characteristics	are	important	macro-level	predictors	of	zero	tolerance	discipline.	Payne	and	
Welch	(2010)	and	Raffaele-Mendez,	et	al.	(2002)	found	that	harsher	forms	of	discipline	are	
more	prevalent	and	utilized	at	higher	rates	in	schools	with	larger	proportions	of	low-
income	students.	Similarly,	Christle	et	al.	(2004)	found	that	aggregate	school	suspension	
rates	are	positively	associated	with	proportions	of	low-income	students.	On	the	other	hand,	
Skiba	et	al.	(2014)	found	that	the	percentage	of	low-income	students	enrolled	at	the	school	
level	was	unrelated	to	the	use	of	out-of-school	suspension,	and	was	negatively	related	to	
the	use	of	expulsion.	Literature	also	reveals	a	more	complex	relationship	between	
socioeconomic	disadvantage,	racial	composition	and	school	discipline,	whereby	the	effect	
of	school-level	racial	composition	on	punishment	practices	(i.e.,	suspension	and	expulsion),	
referral	and	arrest	becomes	more	pronounced	in	districts	with	lower	levels	of	
socioeconomic	disadvantage	(Ramey,	2015).	Ramey	(2015)	suggests	that	while	schools	and	
districts	with	higher	socioeconomic	disadvantage	have	higher	rates	of	school	punishment,	
their	dependence	on	external	funding	sources	may	facilitate	uniform,	top-down	decision-
making,	whereas	racially	biased	decision-making	may	be	more	salient	in	contexts	in	which	
greater	resources	facilitate	greater	opportunity	for	discretion.	Other	researchers	have	also	
found	that	schools	with	fewer	resources	exhibit	higher	suspension	imbalances	between	
Black	and	white	students	(Eitle	&	Eitle,	2004).		
Together,	this	literature	suggests	that	educational	contexts	with	higher	concentrations	of	
low-income	and	racially	minoritized	students	rely	more	heavily	on	racialized	and	
exclusionary	school	discipline,	and	that	a	particularly	salient	relationship	exists	between	
Black	student	representation	and	zero	tolerance	discipline.			
Performance	
	 Studies	also	show	a	relationship	between	school	performance	characteristics	and	
racialized	zero	tolerance	discipline.	Skiba	et	al.	(2014)	found	that	higher	levels	of	school	
achievement	are	associated	with	lower	levels	of	exclusionary	zero	tolerance	discipline,	
such	as	out-of-school	suspensions	and	expulsions,	in	comparison	to	less	exclusionary	
measures	such	as	in-school	suspensions.	Similarly,	Raffaele-Mendez,	Knoff	and	Ferron	
(2002)	found	that	indicators	of	school	achievement	were	negatively	associated	with	
duplicated	out-of-school	suspension	rates.	Eitle	and	Eitle	(2004)	also	found	that	measures	
of	school	climate	such	as	achievement	on	state	standardized	tests	are	associated	with	
disparities	in	zero	tolerance	discipline,	whereby	lower	achievement	correlates	with	higher	
imbalances	in	suspensions	between	Black	and	white	students.	Other	researchers	have	
examined	this	relationship	in	the	inverse	direction,	finding	that	higher	rates	of	exclusionary	
discipline	at	the	school	level	are	associated	with	lower	rates	of	academic	achievement	
(Rausch	&	Skiba,	2005).	Together	these	studies	suggest	a	relationship	whereby	lower	
performing	academic	contexts	rely	more	heavily	upon	exclusionary	and	racialized	zero	
tolerance	policies.		

Additionally,	in	prior	sections	I	have	reviewed	the	importance	of	classifications	of	
“underperformance”	and	of	high	stakes	testing	in	explaining	the	adoption	and	
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implementation	of	zero	tolerance	policies.	While	the	research	empirically	examining	
performance	characteristics	is	less	extensive	than	for	punitive	and	sociodemographic	
characteristics,	the	evidence	that	does	exist	is	consistent	with	the	strong	theoretical	
justification	(see,	e.g.,	Advancement	Project,	2010;	Figlio,	2006;	FairTest,	2010;	Fresques,	
2017;	Knoester	&	Au,	2017;	Togut,	2011),	for	including	measures	of	performance	in	the	
current	study.	
	

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS	AND	HYPOTHESES	
	 To	better	understand	the	contexts	under	which	racially	disproportionate	AE	
referrals	occur,	as	well	as	their	similarities	to	forms	of	exclusionary	discipline	known	to	
fuel	the	school-prison	nexus,	I	explore:	Under	what	school	district	contexts	are	Black	and	
Latinx	students	disproportionately	referred	to	continuation	schools?	To	what	extent	do	
racially	disproportionate	AE	referrals	and	racialized	zero	tolerance	discipline	occur	under	
contexts	with	similar	characteristics?		Informed	by	the	theoretical	framework	developed	
throughout	this	paper,	my	overarching	hypothesis	is	that	zero	tolerance	policies	and	
racially	disproportionate	AE	referrals	will	occur	under	educational	contexts	with	similar	
punitive,	sociodemographic	and	performance	characteristics.	The	specific	hypotheses	for	
each	of	these	characteristics	are	as	follows:		

(H1)	Punitiveness:	Together,	extant	STPP	literature	suggests	that	stricter	or	more	
punitive	contexts	are	associated	with	greater	use	and	disproportionate	application	of	
racialized	zero	tolerance	policies.	If	punitiveness	shares	a	positive	relationship	with	the	use	
of	zero	tolerance	policies	as	one	mechanism	of	racialized	exclusion,	then	district	
punitiveness	may	also	be	positively	associated	with	racial	disproportionality	in	
continuation	school	referrals	as	another	such	mechanism.	Given	available	data,	however,	I	
operationalize	district	punitiveness	in	the	current	study	through	aggregated	out-of-school	
suspension	(OSS)	rates.	Because	districts	that	rely	heavily	on	zero	tolerance	policies,	such	
as	OSS,	may	be	less	inclined	to	rely	on	alternative	mechanisms	of	racialized	exclusion,	such	
as	AE	referral,	I	hypothesize	a	negative	relationship	between	district	punitiveness	and	
racial	disproportionality	in	AE	referral.	

(H2)	Sociodemographic	characteristics:	Given	extant	STPP	research,	I	hypothesize	
a	positive	relationship	between	Black	representation	in	a	district	and	racial	
disproportionality	in	AE	enrollment.	Theoretically,	I	would	expect	a	similar	relationship	
between	Latinx	representation	and	disparities	in	AE	referral,	although	research	supporting	
this	hypothesis	is	more	ambivalent.	I	therefore	hypothesize	a	significant	relationship	
between	district	Latinx	representation	and	racially	disproportionate	AE	referral,	but	this	
hypothesis	is	non-directional.		

	In	the	current	study,	I	include	both	the	percent	of	low-income	students	and	the	
amount	of	external	funding	received	by	districts	as	measures	of	socioeconomic	
composition.	Given	extant	research,	I	hypothesize	a	positive	relationship	between	low-
income	students	and	racial	disproportionality	in	AE	enrollment.	Given	extant	research,	
theoretically,	I	should	also	expect	a	negative	relationship	between	external	funding	and	
racial	disproportionality.	However,	in	the	current	study	I	utilize	Title	I	Grant	funding	as	a	
measure	of	external	resources;	because	Title	I	funding	is	allocated	to	districts	based	on	the	
number	of	low-income	students	living	in	the	area	(see	Measures	section),	to	the	extent	that	
this	measure	also	captures	the	proportion	of	low-SES	enrollment,	its	relationship	to	the	
outcome	may	be	positive.	I	therefore	hypothesize	a	significant	relationship	between	district	
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Title	I	Grant	funding	and	racial	disproportionality	in	AE	referral,	but	this	hypothesis	is	non-
directional.		

(H3)	Performance	characteristics:	Given	extant	empirical	and	theoretical	
literature,	I	hypothesize	that	districts	with	lower	overall	performance	would	be	more	
incentivized	to	rely	on	racialized	mechanisms	of	exclusion	to	filter	out	“underperforming”	
students	and	would	therefore	exhibit	greater	racial	disparities	in	AE	referral.		
	

METHODOLOGY	
Data	

Data	used	in	the	current	study	comes	from	4	sources:	the	California	Department	of	
Education	(CDE);	the	National	Center	for	Education	Statistics	(NCES);	the	Civil	Rights	Data	
Collection	(CRDC),	conducted	by	the	Department	of	Education’s	Office	for	Civil	Rights;	the	
US	Department	of	Education	(fiscal	data);	and	the	American	Community	Survey	(ACS),	
conducted	by	the	US	Census	Bureau.		

CDE	data	was	used	to	identify	continuation	schools	in	operation	in	the	2015-16	
academic	year	(AY),	and	to	retrieve	academic	performance	data	at	the	district	level.	I	used	
the	CDE’s	Dataquest	search	engine,	a	publicly	available	online	data	reporting	resource21	
that	enabled	me	to	download	the	names	of	each	continuation	high	school22	in	operation	for	
the	2015-16	AY23.	The	purpose	for	using	2015-16	enrollment	data	is	to	maintain	
consistency	between	data	sources	used.	According	to	the	CDE,	there	were	452	continuation	
schools	in	operation	in	2015-16.	Three	of	the	continuation	schools	contained	district	
numeric	identifiers	that	had	no	match	in	the	other	datasets,	while	26	schools	had	missing	
data	at	the	district	level	on	at	least	one	of	the	key	explanatory	variables	of	interest.	
Omitting	these	schools	yielded	a	final	sample	of	424	continuation	schools.	Each	observation	
(n	=	424)	corresponds	to	a	continuation	school,	while	each	independent	variable	
corresponds	to	a	certain	characteristic	of	the	district	within	which	that	school	exists.	In	
other	words,	each	continuation	school	in	the	sample	is	nested	within	its	district.	Because	
transfers	to	continuation	schools	may	come	from	multiple	other	high	schools	within	that	
district,	I	examine	district-level	characteristics	as	predictors	of	school-level	racial	
disproportionality,	where	disproportionality	refers	to	the	difference	in	proportionality	
between	Black/Latinx	and	white	student	enrollment	in	each	continuation	school	relative	to	
their	respective	levels	of	enrollment	in	each	district.		

The	CDE	also	collects	data	on	school	and	district	performance	levels	on	the	Smarter	
Balanced	Summative	Assessment,	a	standardized	test	mandated	under	the	California	
Accountability	System	which	is	taken	annually	for	students	grade	3-8	and	Grade	11	(CDE,	
2017).	This	data	is	made	publicly	available	through	the	California	School	Dashboard	
website24.	The	search	function	on	the	California	School	Dashboard	website	enabled	me	to	
search	each	school	district	and	request	performance	data	for	a	specific	year	of	interest.	I	

																																																													
21 This search engine can be accessed at: https://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/cb/dataquest.asp  
22 In contrast to other types of alternative schools, continuation schools in California only serve high 
school students.  
23 This data can be retrieved from: 
https://dq.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/DQ/SchEnrOtherEth2.aspx?TheYear=2015-
16&SortBy=a&cCounty=all&cSchType=68  
24 This website can be accessed at: https://www.caschooldashboard.org/ 
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describe	how	this	data	was	retrieved	and	coded	for	the	current	study	in	the	Measures	
section.		

The	Civil	Rights	Data	Collection	(CRDC)	is	a	survey	conducted	by	the	Department	of	
Education’s	Office	for	Civil	Rights	(OCR).	The	CRDC	gathers	data	on	school	characteristics	
and	on	the	implementation	of	various	services	and	programs,	disaggregated	by	race,	
gender,	English-learner	and	ability	status	(US	Department	of	Education,	2020).	This	survey	
has	been	conducted	in	4	waves	(2009-10,	2011-2012,	2013-14,	and	2014-15),	with	the	
latest	published	survey	conducted	in	2015-16.	I	use	only	discipline	and	enrollment	data	
from	the	CRDC	in	the	current	study.	The	breakdown	of	discipline	and	enrollment	data	by	
race	(thereby	enabling	the	calculation	of	discipline	rates	by	race)	in	a	dataset	that	also	
contains	both	school	and	district	unique	numeric	identifiers	is	especially	valuable	and	not	
available	in	any	other	publicly	retrievable	dataset.	For	these	reasons,	and	to	remain	
consistent	across	sources,	2015-16	are	the	academic	years	used	for	all	data	sources	in	the	
current	study.		
	 I	also	use	data	from	the	2015	American	Community	Survey	(ACS)	1-year	
Demographic	and	Housing	Estimates,	an	annual	household	survey	conducted	by	the	United	
States	Census	Bureau.	ACS	data	provide	population	counts	by	race/ethnicity	and	zip	codes	
for	each	district.			

CDE,	NCES,	CRDC	and	Department	of	Education	data	were	merged	based	on	numeric	
codes	included	in	each	of	these	datasets	that	uniquely	identify	each	school	and	district	in	
California.	Zip	codes	were	used	to	merge	ACS	data	with	the	zip	code	of	each	school	district	
headquarters.	
	
Measures	and	Descriptives		
	 Table	I	presents	the	descriptive	statistics	for	the	dependent	and	independent	
variables.	There	are	7	independent	variables	of	interest.	All	independent	variables	
correspond	to	school	district	characteristics.		

The	dependent	variable,	Proportionality	Difference25	is	a	continuous	variable	
measuring	the	disproportionality	(i.e.,	the	difference	in	proportionality)	between	the	
percent	of	Black	and	Latinx	students	enrolled	in	each	continuation	school	relative	to	their	
representation	in	that	school’s	district,	and	the	percent	of	white	students	enrolled	in	that	
continuation	school	relative	to	their	representation	in	that	school’s	district.	The	variable	
was	calculated	using	CRDC	enrollment	data.	First,	a	measure	of	“Black/Latinx	
proportionality”	was	constructed	by	dividing	each	continuation	school’s	combined	Black	
and	Latinx	enrollment	by	the	total	Black/Latinx	enrollment	in	the	district	within	which	that	
																																																													
25 Though not common in extant literature, it was necessary to calculate the dependent variable as a 
difference in enrollment proportionality in the absence of AE referral data. In other words, referral data 
would enable me to calculate Black/Latinx rates of referral (i.e., the number of Black/Latinx referrals 
divided by the total number of Black/Latinx students in the referring school) and compare them to white 
rates of referral in order to derive a rate difference.  Because I only had access to enrollment data, 
however, and because I was unable to determine the referring school, it was necessary to first calculate 
the proportion of Black/Latinx enrollment in each continuation school relative to Black/Latinx enrollment 
in its district (i.e., to estimate Black/Latinx rates of referral); to then calculate proportion of white 
enrollment in each continuation school relative to white enrollment in its district (i.e., to estimate white 
rates of referral); and, finally, to calculate the difference between these 2 ratios in order to estimate (via 
enrollment proportionality) the difference in rates of referral between Black/Latinx and white students.  
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continuation	school	exists.	A	similar	ratio	was	then	calculated	for	“white	proportionality,”	
by	dividing	each	continuation	school’s	total	white	enrollment	by	the	total	white	enrollment	
in	the	district	within	which	that	continuation	school	exists.	The	variable	Proportionality	
Difference	is	therefore	the	difference	between	Black/Latinx	proportionality	and	white	
proportionality	for	each	continuation	school	in	the	sample	(i.e.,	a	difference	between	the	
two	ratios).	Since	a	difference	of	zero	would	indicate	zero	disparity	(or	perfect	
proportionality)	between	the	representation	of	Black/Latinx	students	in	AE	(relative	to	
their	representation	in	the	surrounding	district)	and	the	representation	of	white	students	
in	AE	(relative	to	their	representation	in	the	surrounding	district),	then	values	of	
Proportionality	Difference	greater	than	zero	indicate	an	(increasing)	overrepresentation	of	
Black/Latinx	students	in	AE,	whereas	values	less	than	zero	indicate	an	
underrepresentation.	The	average	difference	in	proportionality	between	Black/Latinx	and	
white	enrollment	in	continuation	school	was	0.0049,	and	this	difference	ranged	from	-
0.0671	to	0.0619.	Of	the	424	schools	in	the	sample,	343	had	a	proportionality	difference	
greater	than	0	(i.e.,	Black/Latinx	students	were	disproportionately	enrolled	in	comparison	
to	their	white	peers	in	the	district).		
	

The	independent	variable	District	OSS	Rate	is	a	continuous	variable	measuring	each	
district’s	aggregate	rate	of	out-of-school	suspension	(OSS)	per	student	enrolled	in	the	
2014-2015	AY.		This	variable	is	meant	to	operationalize	district	punitiveness26,	and	was	
constructed	using	discipline	data	collected	in	the	CRDC	2014-2015	survey.	Because	the	
CRDC	collects	discipline	data	at	the	school	level,	the	variable	was	constructed	by	
aggregating	the	total	number	of	students	who	received	OSS	in	the	districts	containing	each	
continuation	school	and	dividing	it	by	the	total	number	of	students	enrolled	in	that	school	
district	(also	aggregated	from	the	school	level).	Therefore,	while	the	variable	is	calculated	
at	the	district	level,	each	of	the	449	continuation	schools	is	linked	to	an	OSS	rate	as	a	
characteristic	of	the	district	within	which	it	exists.	The	average	district	OSS	rate	for	
continuation	schools	in	the	sample	was	.016,	meaning	1.6%	of	students	in	the	school’s	
district	received	an	OSS	in	the	2015-2016	AY.The	lowest	rate	of	district	OSS	in	the	sample	
was	was	0%,	while	the	highest	was	16%.		
	

The	independent	variables	Percent	Black	and	Percent	Latinx	are	continuous	
variables	measuring	the	percent	of	the	total	population	living	in	each	continuation	school’s	
surrounding	district	(i.e.,	in	the	corresponding	5-digit	zip	code	area)	that	is	Black	or	
Hispanic/Latinx	(of	any	race),	respectively.	While	most	STPP	literature	has	measured	
school	and	district	demographic	characteristics	using	percent	Black	and	Latinx	enrollment,	
I	do	so	using	ACS	population	counts	so	that	all	independent	variables	remain	exogenous	to	
the	dependent	variable.	Because	the	dependent	variable	was	calculated	using	district	
enrollment	data	provided	by	CDRC,	it	was	appropriate	to	use	an	external	datasource	to	

																																																													
26 In the absence of available data on district superintendents’ orientations towards discipline, this 
variable operates as a stand-in. OSS rates are the most appropriate proxy for punitiveness in the current 
context, given its exclusionary nature; prior literature has conceptualized attitudes favoring 
“exclusionary” punishment such as OSS as especially punitive in nature (e.g., Payne & Welch, 2010; 
Skiba et al., 2014).  
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approximate	districts’	demographic	characteristics.	The	average	percent	of	Blacks	living	in	
the	districts	surrounding	the	schools	in	the	sample	was	~4.3%,	while	the	average	percent	
of	Hispanic/Latinx	was	~59.8%.	
	

The	measure	Percent	Free	or	Reduced	Price	Meal	(FRPM)	is	a	continuous	variable	
measuring	the	percent	of	students	in	each	continuation	school’s	surrounding	district	
eligible	for	free	or	reduced	price	meals.	This	variable	is	consistently	used	in	extant	
literature	as	a	proxy	for	the	proportion	of	the	student	body	that	is	poor	(e.g.,	Payne	&	
Welch,	2010;	Raffaele-Mendez	et	al.,	2002;	Skiba	et	al.,	2014).	District	level	FRPM	data	was	
retrieved	from	the	NCES	website27,	which	compiles	data	from	various	external	sources	into	
downloadable	data	files.	FRPM	data	was	originally	collected	by	Common	Core	of	Data’s	
(CCD)	Public	Elementary/Secondary	School	Universe	Survey	Free	Lunch	Data	(2015-16	
v.2a).	The	average	district	enrollment	of	low-income	students	for	continuation	schools	in	
the	sample	was	57.69%.		
	

The	measure	Title	I	Grant	Funding	is	a	continuous	variable	measuring	in	100,000	of	
dollars	the	amount	of	funding	allocated	to	each	school’s	district	under	Title	I.	Title	I	is	a	
program	initially	established	under	the	Elementary	and	Secondary	Education	Act	of	1965,	
intended	to	provide	additional	external	funding	to	high	poverty	schools.	Under	Title	I,	
school	districts	are	allocated	funds	based	on	the	number	of	children	living	the	district,	
between	ages	5-17,	who	come	from	families	who	live	below	the	poverty	level	(CDE,	202028;	
DOE,	n.d.29).	Because	of	this	allocation	formula,	this	variable	serves	as	both	a	measure	for	
the	resources	available	to	districts	with	higher	proportions	of	students	living	in	poverty30,	
and	as	an	additional	indicator	of	the	relative	rates	of	poverty	in	each	district.	Title	I	grant	
data	was	retrieved	from	the	US	DOE	website,	which	publishes	downloadable	datafiles	
indicating	Title	I	District	Allocations	for	certain	fiscal	years	for	each	state31.	No	allocation	
data	for	the	2015	fiscal	year	was	available,	so	2016	FY	data	was	used.	On	average,	districts	
surrounding	the	continuation	schools	in	the	sample	were	allocated	$5,769,000	in	the	2016	
FY	under	Title	I.	
	

The	measures	Math	Underperformance	and	English	Underperformance	are	
dichotomous	variables	indicating	districts’	performance	levels	on	the	Mathematics	and	
Language	Arts	portions	of	California’s	mandated	standardized	test,	the	Smarter	Balanced	
Summative	Assessment	(SBSA).	More	specifically,	the	variable	indicates	whether	or	not	
districts’	average	testing	scores	on	each	portion	of	the	test	were	above	or	below	“the	lowest	
possible	score	for	Standard	Met32”	(CDE,	2017).	Scores	from	the	SBSA,	which	is	given	
annually	from	Grades	3-8	and	again	in	Grade	11,	have	immediate	effects	on	the	classes	high	
																																																													
27 Data was retrieved using the NCES’s “table generator” data management system. The template for this 
data can be accessed at: https://nces.ed.gov/ccd/elsi/tableGenerator.aspx  
28 https://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/sw/t1/leaallocation.asp  
29 https://www2.ed.gov/about/overview/budget/titlei/fy16/index.html  
30 See Eitle and Eitle (2004) and Ramey (2015), reviewed in the previous section, for further justification. 
31 Data can be retrieved from: https://www2.ed.gov/about/overview/budget/titlei/fy16/index.html. 
32 According to the Smarter Balanced Consortium, a “standard” score indicates demonstration of “the 
knowledge and skills necessary for students to be on track for college and career readiness at their grade 
level” (CDE, 2017).  
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school	seniors	take	and	the	classes	from	which	they	are	or	are	not	exempt	as	college	
freshmen,	thereby	impacting	students’	trajectories	towards	and	within	higher	education.			

The	CDE’s	“California	School	Dashboard”	website	search	function	produces	two	
separate	graphics	(see	Fig.	1	for	example),	indicating	each	district’s	“distance	from	
standard”	scores	for	Grades	3-8	and	Grade	11	on	the	Mathematics	and	Language	Arts	
portions	of	the	test,	respectively.	I	relied	on	the	line	of	the	graph	indicating	performance	for	
students	in	Grade	11,	because	continuation	schools	in	California	serve	only	high	school	
students,	and	only	on	the	portion	of	the	graph	corresponding	to	the	year	2015.	Based	on	
this	information	I	coded	the	variables	Math	underperformance	and	English	
underperformance	as	dichotomous	variables.	If	the	point	of	the	graph	corresponding	to	
Grade	11	at	year	2015	was	below	the	“Standard”	mark	on	the	y-axis	of	the	graph,	the	
variable	was	coded	as	“1;”	if	this	point	was	above	the	“Standard”	mark,	the	variable	was	
coded	as	“0.”	I	recorded	this	data	manually	in	an	excel	sheet	for	each	district	in	the	dataset,	
separately	for	Mathematics	and	Language	Arts.	As	I	created	this	dataset,	I	also	manually	
entered	each	district’s	unique	number	identifier	into	the	excel	sheet	so	that	this	data	could	
then	be	merged	with	the	other	sources.	Of	the	424	continuation	schools	in	the	sample,	112	
exist	within	districts	characterized	as	underperforming	(or	below	standard)	on	the	
Language	Arts	portion	of	the	SBSA.	Of	the	424	continuation	schools	in	the	sample,	382	exist	
within	districts	characterized	as	underperforming	(or	below	standard)	on	the	Mathematics	
portion	of	the	SBSA.		

The	variable	Urban	was	included	as	a	contextual	control,	in	line	with	other	research	
in	this	area	(Welch	&	Payne,	2010;	2012;	2018).	Data	on	urbanicity	was	retrieved	from	the	
NCES	website	(see	footnote	23),	which	compiles	data	from	various	external	sources	into	
downloadable	data	files.	NCES	assigns	school	districts	an	urban-centric	locale	code	based	
on	2000	Census	geography;	more	recent	geographic	data	was	not	available	via	NCES.	Based	
on	the	zip-code	of	the	district’s	mailing	address,	NCES	assigns	it	one	of	12	locale	codes:	city-
large;	city-midsize;	city-small;	suburb-large;	suburb-midsize;	suburb-small;	town-fringe;	
town-distant;	town-remote;	rural-fringe;	rural-distant;	or	rural-remote.	Districts	were	
coded	as	“1”	if	their	assigned	locale	code	was	city-large,	city-midsize	or	city-small;	districts	
were	coded	as	“0”	if	their	assigned	locale	code	was	suburb-large;	suburb-midsize;	suburb-
small;	town-fringe;	town-distant;	town-remote;	rural-fringe;	rural-distant;	or	rural-remote.	
	

Finally,	the	variable	i.ID	(not	shown	in	Table	133)	is	included	to	control	for	district	
fixed	effects,	due	to	the	fact	that	some	schools	in	the	sample	exist	within	the	same	district	
as	other	schools	in	the	sample.	Controlling	for	district	fixed	effects	ensures	that	
disproportionate	weight	is	not	attributed	to	the	characteristics	of	districts	containing	more	
than	one	continuation	school,	and	that	each	continuation	school	is	treated	as	an	
independent	observation	regardless	of	whether	it	shares	a	district	with	another	school	in	
the	sample.		

	
	 Table	2	reports	the	correlation	matrix	for	all	variables	in	the	model.		
	
	
																																																													
33 Descriptive statistics for i.ID are not included in Table 1, because the variable produces a coefficient for 
each district included in the sample (N= 353). This information is available from the author upon request.  
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Table	1.		Descriptive	Statistics	(N=424)																																					 	
		 Mean			 SD	 	Range	 		N	

Dependent	variable	
	
Proportionality	Difference	

	
	
.0049	

	
	
.0120	

	
	
-.0671	-	.0619	

								
	
	424		

Independent	variables	 		 		 	 		

District	OSS	Rate	 .0162	 .0164	 			0	-	.1600	 424	

Percent	Black	 4.189	 4.978	 				0	-	35.8	 424	

Percent	Latinx	 59.820	 23.938	 		2.8	-	100	 424	

Percent	FRPM	 57.69	 21.618	 .9232-98.609		 424	

Title	I	Grant	Funding*	 373.891	 1052.602	 .3608-3671.56	 424	

Eng	Underperforming	
		

0=Standard	or	Above	
1=Underperforming	

-	
-	

-	
-	

312	
112	
		

Math	Underperforming	 0=Standard	or	Above	
1=Underperforming	

-	
-	

-	
-	

42	
382	

Urban	District	 0=	Non-Urban	
1=	Urban	

-	
-	

-	
-	

281	
143	

_________________________________________________________________________________	
	*	Numbers	presented	in	$100,000	received	in	the	2016	FY	
ABBREVIATIONS:	SD	=	Standard	Deviation;	OSS	=	Out	of	School	Suspension;	FRPM	=	Free	or	
Reduced	Price	Meal	
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Figure	1.	Example	of	district	performance	data	graphic	
Source:	California	School	Dashboard	(https://www.caschooldashboard.org/)		
	
Table	2.	Correlation	Matrix	
Measure	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	

1.	Proportionality	
Difference	

1.000	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

2.	District	OSS	 -.0614	 1.000	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

3.	Pct.	Black	 -.0652	 .1191	 1.000	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

4.	Pct.	Latinx	 .2260	 .0869	 -.0557	 1.000	 	 	 	 	 	 	

5.	Pct.	FRPM	 -.3191	 .1438	 .2136	 -.7282	 1.000	 	 	 	 	 	

6.	Title	I	Grant	 -.1313	 -.2923	 .0844	 -.3626	 .3209	 1.000	 	 	 	 	

7.	Urban	 -.0086	 -.1675	 .2172	 -.0982	 .0511	 .4643	 1.000	 	 	 	

8.	Eng.	Under-
performance	

-.1923	 .2669	 .1747	 -.2236	 .4191	 -.1806	 -.1219	 1.000	 	 	

9.	Math	Under-	
performance		

-.1898	 .1462	 .0920	 -.3035	 .4764	 .1147	 .0529	 .1987	 1.000	 	

10.	i.ID	 .0818	 .0182	 .0152	 .0362	 -.0456	 .0445	 .1968	 -.0345	 .0633	 1.000	
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ANALYTIC	STRATEGY	
	 An	ordinary	least	squares	(OLS)	multiple	linear	regression	(MLR)	model	was	
conducted	to	examine	the	hypothesis	that	the	contextual	characteristics	associated	with	
the	use	of	racialized	zero	tolerance	discipline	will	also	predict	racially	disproportionate	AE	
enrollment.	OLS	and	logistic	regression	are	methods	used	in	related	literature	(e.g.,	
Hoffman,	2014;	Welch	&	Payne,	2010;	2012;	2018).	OLS	MLR	is	appropriate	in	the	current	
study	given	that	all	independent	variables	are	situated	at	the	same	level	of	analysis	(i.e.,	the	
district	level)	and	that	the	outcome	of	interest	is	continuous.		After	assessing	collinearity	
between	independent	variables34	(see	Table	2),	I		model	racial	disproportionality	between	
Black/Latinx	and	white	AE	enrollment	(Proportionality_difference)	on	district	punitive,	
sociodemographic	and	performance	characteristics.	Equation	1	displays	the	linear	
regression	model.	
	
Equation	1.	Regressing	Disproportionality	in	Continuation	School	Enrollment	on	
District	Characteristics			
	 Proportionality_difference	=	β0	+	β1(District_Oss_rate)	+	β2(PercentBlack)	+	
β3(PercentLatinx)	+	β4(PercentFRPM)	+	β5(TitleIGrantFunding)	+	β6(Eng_underperformance)	
+	β7(Math_underperformance)	+	β8(Urban)	+	β9(i.ID)	
	
	

FINDINGS	
Table	3.	OLS	Regression	Results:	Effect	of	District	Characteristics	on	
Disproportionality	in	Continuation	School	Enrollment		
Proportionality	Difference	 	Coef.	 	St.Err.	 	t-value	 	p-value	 	Sig.	

	District	OSS	Rate	 -9.418	 3.228	 -2.92	 0.004	 ***	

	Percent	Black	 2.688	 0.831	 3.24	 0.002	 ***	

	Percent	Latinx	 -0.668	 0.223	 -3.00	 0.003	 ***	

	Percent	FRPM	 0.198	 0.096	 2.07	 0.042	 **	

	Title	I	Grant	Funding	 0.002	 0.001	 1.89	 0.062	 *	

																																																													
34 Due to my inclusion of i.ID to control for district fixed effects, assessing multicollinearity through a 
variance inflation factor (VIF) was an inappropriate diagnostic test for my model. Fixed effects inevitably 
create high multicollinearity; the value of i.ID for each district, in other words, is always necessarily 
predicted by the same value of i.ID for all other districts, which will be zero.    
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English	Underperformance	 0.034	 0.012	 2.73	 0.007	 ***	

Math	Underperformance	 -0.179	 0.069	 -2.59	 0.011	 **	

Urban	 -0.014	 0.012	 -1.18	 0.241	 		

Constant	 0.537	 0.177	 3.04	 0.003	 ***	

		

Mean	dependent	var	 0.005	 SD	dependent	var	 0.012	 		

R-squared	 0.969	 Number	of	obs		 424	 		

F-test		 8.914	 Prob	>	F	 0.000	 		

	

***	p<0.01,	**	p<0.05,	*	p<0.1	 		

	
Table	3	presents	the	results	from	the	MLR	Model	examining	the	association	between	

district	punitive,	sociodemographic	and	performance	characteristics	and	
disproportionality	between	Black/Latinx	and	white	student	enrollment	in	alternative	
education.	Results	suggest	that	district	punitiveness,	as	measured	by	aggregate	rates	of	
out-of-	school	suspension	(OSS),	shares	a	negative	relationship	with	racial	disparities	in	
continuation	school	enrollment.	The	disproportionate	enrollment	of	Black/Latinx	students	
in	alternative	education	is	significantly	and	negatively	associated	with	school	districts’	
aggregate	rates	of	OSS	(District	OSS),	whereby	a	1	percentage	point	increase	in	OSS	rate	is	
associated	with	a	9.418	percentage	point	decrease	in	disproportionality	between	non-
white	and	white	student	enrollment	in	continuation	schools	(b=	-9.418,	p<.001).		
	 Findings	also	suggest	the	significance	of	district	demographic	characteristics	in	
explaining	disproportionality	in	AE	enrollment.	Percent	Black	was	strongly	and	positively	
associated	with	the	Proportionality	difference	outcome,	such	that	a	one	percent	increase	in	
the	percent	of	Blacks	living	in	a	school	district	is	associated	with	a	2.688	percentage	point	
increase	in	disproportionality	between	Black/Latinx	and	white	student	enrollment	in	
continuation	schools	in	that	district	(b=2.688,	p<.01).	On	the	other	hand,	Percent	Latinx	
shared	a	strong	negative	association	with	the	outcome,	whereby	a	one	percent	increase	in	
the	percent	of	a	school	district's	population	that	is	Latinx	is	associated	with	a	-.688	
percentage	point	decrease	in	disproportionality	between	Black/Latinx	and	white	student	
enrollment	in	continuation	schools	in	that	district	(b=-.688,	p<.01).		 	
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	 In	the	current	study,	districts’	socioeconomic	characteristics	are	also	significantly	
related	to	racial	disproportionality	in	AE	enrollment.	Percent	FRPM	is	positively	related	to	
the	Proportionality	difference	outcome,	such	that	a	one	percent	increase	in	students	eligible	
for	FRPM	district-wide	is	associated	with	a	.198	percentage	point	increase	in	
disproportionality	between	Black/Latinx	and	white	enrollment	in	continuation	schools	in	
that	district	(b=.198,	p<.05).	Results	also	suggest	a	positive	and	marginally	significant	
relationship	between	Title	I	grant	funding	and	the	outcome,	whereby	a	$100,000	increase	
in	Title	I	grant	money	allocated	to	a	district	is	associated	with	a	.002	percentage	point	
increase	in	the	difference	in	proportionality	between	Black/Latinx	and	white	AE	
enrollment	in	that	district	(b-.002;	p<.10).		
	 District-level	performance	on	California’s	mandated	standardized	test	also	
significantly	predicts	variation	in	the	Proportionality	difference	outcome,	although	not	
always	in	the	expected	direction.	English	underperformance	was	strongly	and	positively	
associated	with	the	outcome,	such	that	below-standard	district	performance	on	the	
Language	Arts	portion	of	the	SBSA	is	associated	with	a	.034	percentage	point	increase	in	
the	difference	in	proportionality	between	Black/Latinx	and	white	student	enrollment	in	
AE,	when	compared	to	standard	or	above	standard	district	performance.	On	the	other	
hand,	Math	underperformance	shared	a	negative	association	with	difference	in	
proportionality,	whereby	below-standard	district	performance	on	the	Mathematics	portion	
of	the	SBSA	is	associated	with	a	-.179	percentage	point	decrease	in	Black/Latinx-white	
disproportionality	in	AE	enrollment	(b=-.179,	p<.05).		

Together	these	findings	indicate	the	importance	of	punitive,	sociodemographic	and	
performance	district	characteristics	in	explaining	the	disproportionate	enrollment	of	
Black/Latinx	students	in	continuation	schools	in	California.	In	the	following	section,	I	
discuss	the	implications	of	these	findings	in	light	of	the	hypothesis	that	the	contextual	
characteristics	associated	with	the	use	of	racialized	zero	tolerance	policies	would	also	be	
associated	with	racial	disproportionality	in	AE	enrollment.		

	
DISCUSSION	

	 In	the	front	end	of	this	paper,	I	drew	upon	insights	from	Critical	Race	Theory	(CRT)	
to	propose	a	theoretical	semblance	between	zero	tolerance	policies	and	AE	referrals	as	two	
mechanisms	of	racialized	exclusion	that	protect	the	property	value	of	whiteness	and	blur	
the	boundaries	between	schools	and	prisons.	Using	this	theoretical	justification	as	leverage,	
I	then	endeavored	to	examine	empirically	whether	these	two	vehicles	of	the	school-prison	
nexus	operate	under	similar	contexts.	Viewed	holistically,	findings	from	this	analysis	
suggest	that	the	use	of	racialized	zero	tolerance	discipline	and	the	disproportionate	referral	
of	Black/Latinx	students	to	alternative	education	(AE)	do	occur	under	similar	macro-level	
contexts.	I	discuss	my	results	as	they	support	or	disprove	this	overarching	conclusion.	
		 The	most	obvious	inconsistency	between	the	contextual	characteristics	that	predict	
disproportionate	AE	referrals	and	those	prior	literature	has	shown	to	predict	zero	
tolerance	discipline	is	district	punitiveness.	Whereas	punitiveness	has	consistently	
demonstrated	a	positive	relationship	with	the	use	of	zero	tolerance	discipline	(Curran,	
2016;	Bacher-Hicks,	et	al.,	2019;	Hoffman,	2012;	Mendez	et	al.,	2002;	Skiba	et	al.,	2014;	
Theriot	et	al.,	2010;	Wu	et	al.,	1982),	in	the	current	study	the	inverse	was	true	with	respect	
to	AE	disproportionality,	which	shared	a	negative	association	with	district-level	rates	of	
OSS.	Given	my	operationalization	of	punitiveness,	however,	these	findings	support	rather	
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than	disprove	the	proposition	that	AE	referral	and	zero	tolerance	discipline	operate	as	
complementary	modalities	of	racialized	exclusion.	Districts	that	rely	heavily	on	zero	
tolerance	discipline	as	their	“preferred”	mode	of	racialized	exclusion	may	be	less	inclined,	
or	have	less	of	a	need,	to	disproportionately	displace	Black	and	Latinx	students	through	the	
use	of	AE	referrals.		

The	possibility	that	AE	referrals	and	zero	tolerance	discipline	operate	as	
complementary	mechanisms	of	exclusion	is	further	supported	by	the	similarities	in	other	
contextual	characteristics	between	the	two	policies.	To	begin,	both	policies	occur	under	
similar	demographic	conditions.	As	is	the	case	for	zero	tolerance	discipline	(Payne	&	
Welch,	2010;	Ramey,	2015;	Skiba	et	al.,	2014;	Welch	&	Payne,	2010;	2012),	Black	
representation	at	the	district	level	is	one	of	the	strongest	predictors	of	racially	
disproportionate	AE	referral.	Through	a	CRT	lens,	that	both	forms	of	exclusion	occur	under	
educational	contexts	with	higher	proportions	of	Black	students	supports	the	contention	
that	the	“absolute	right	to	exclude”	(Harris,	1993),	which	manifests	in	and	as	multiple	
exclusionary	policies,	enables	the	spatial	redistribution	of	student	bodies	and	serves	a	
particularly	salient	function	in	contexts	where	less	whiteness	makes	the	need	for	
redistribution	more	immediate.	In	the	current	study,	Latinx	representation	shared	a	
negative	relationship	with	disparities	in	AE	referral,	which	is	also	consistent	with	mixed	
findings	in	the	zero	tolerance	policy	literature	(e.g.	Welch	&	Payne,	2018).	While	this	
relationship	demonstrates	contextual	similarities	between	AE	referrals	and	zero	tolerance	
policies,	it	may	also	be	an	artifact	of	the	context	of	the	current	study;	in	California,	where	
Latinx	representation	is	high	(60%	on	average,	and	up	to	100%),	percent	Latinx	may	
appear	a	less	significant	predictor	of	racialized	exclusion	even	as	Latinx	students	are	more	
likely	than	their	white	peers	to	be	referred	or	punished35.	On	the	other	hand,	these	shared	
demographic	contextual	characteristics	may	indicate	the	specifically	anti-Black	nature	of	
exclusionary	schooling.		

As	two	mechanisms	of	exclusion,	school	discipline	and	racially	disproportionate	AE	
referrals	also	appear	to	occur	under	contexts	with	similar	socioeconomic	characteristics.	
Consistent	with	research	on	zero	tolerance	policies	(Christle	et	al.,	2004;	Payne	&	Welch,	
2010;	Raffaele-Mendez	et	al.,	2002),	results	from	the	current	study	suggest	that	racial	
disproportionality	in	AE	referral	is	greater	in	educational	contexts	with	higher	proportions	
of	low-income	students.	In	the	current	study,	both	the	proportion	of	students	eligible	for	
free	or	reduced	price	meals	in	a	district	and	the	amount	of	Title	I	funds	allocated	to	that	
district	were	associated	with	greater	racial	disproportionality	in	AE	referral.	Although	
some	prior	research	suggests	that	greater	external	resources	should	mitigate	racial	
disparities	in	exclusionary	discipline	(Eitle	&	Eitle,	2004;	Ramey,	2015),	given	its	allocation	
formula,	Title	I	funding	may	more	closely	serve	as	another	proxy	for	the	number	of	low-
income	students	attending	school	in	a	district.	That	both	forms	of	racialized	exclusion	occur	
in	contexts	characterized	by	poverty	may	indicate	a	pattern	whereby	a	structural	incentive	
to	preserve	limited	fiscal	resources,	through	the	management	of	a	surplus	student	body,	
intersects	with	racism	to	disproportionately	dispose	of	racially	minoritized	students.	In	

																																																													
35 Caution should also be exerted when interpreting results given the source utilized for racial/ethnic 
demographic characteristics; in particular, ACS’s measurement of Latinx used in the current study 
captures “Latinx or Hispanic (of any race),” thereby potentially capturing white-passing (or Black) Latinx 
or Hispanic-identifying people.  
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light	of	its	allocation	specifically	based	on	low-income	representation,	therefore,	Title	I	
funds	may	be	an	insufficient	monetary	force	to	counter	the	economic	and	ideological	
imperatives	for	funneling	students	of	color	out	of	the	classroom	in	the	interest	of	property.	

Finally,	district	performance	offers	another	contextual	similarity	between	racially	
disproportionate	AE	referrals	and	zero	tolerance	policies	as	two	mechanisms	of	exclusion,	
although	with	less	consistency	than	sociodemographic	predictors.	Consistent	with	research	
revealing	a	negative	relationship	between	academic	achievement	and	racially	disparate	
school	discipline	(Eitle	&	Eitle,	2004;	Rausch	&	Skiba,	2005;	Skiba	et	al.,	2014),	the	
disproportionate	enrollment	of	Black/Latinx	students	in	continuation	school	was	greater	in	
districts	that	underperformed	on	California’s	standardized	Language	Arts	testing.	On	the	
other	hand,	however,	disproportionality	was	lower	in	districts	that	underperformed	in	
Mathematics.	This	inconsistency	(between	contextual	predictors	of	zero	tolerance	
discipline	and	those	of	disparate	AE	referrals)	may	be	a	product	of	measurement,	given	
that	prior	literature	has	measured	achievement	through	holistic	standardized	testing	
scores	(Eitle	&	Eitle,	2004;	Rausch	&	Skiba,	2005;	Skiba	et	al.,	2014)36.	Additionally,	
whereas	extant	literature	has	measured	performance	at	the	school	level	(Eitle	&	Eitle,	
2004;	Rausch	&	Skiba,	2005;	Skiba	et	al.,	2014),	as	a	contextual	predictor	of	racialized	
exclusion,	it	may	be	less	salient	at	the	district	level	and	more	salient	at	the	level	of	the	
individual	high	schools	responsible	for	AE	referrals.		
		 Alternatively,	there	may	be	some	unique	importance	attributed	to	the	Language	Arts	
portion	of	mandated	standardized	testing	in	California.	Given	that	90%	of	continuation	
schools	in	the	sample	existed	within	districts	characterized	as	underperforming	on	the	
Mathematics	portion	of	the	SBSA,	compared	to	the	26%	that	existed	within	districts	
characterized	as	underperforming	on	the	Language	Arts	portion,	it	may	be	the	case	that	
underperformance	on	the	Mathematics	section	is	common,	whereas	underperformance	on	
the	Language	Arts	and/or	both	sections	raises	a	red	flag	for	districts	attempting	to	boost	
their	overall	scores.	Another	alternative	is	that	student	performance	on	the	Language	Arts	
portion	in	some	way	intersects	with	English	Language	Learner	(ELL)	status,	which	may	
serve	as	another	marker	of	ability	that,	judged	against	nativist	standards	of	normativity,	
renders	ELL	students	more	likely	to	be	deemed	disposable	and	excludable	in	the	interest	of	
property	preservation.	In	either	case,	the	importance	of	(low)	school	or	district	
achievement	in	predicting	both	racialized	zero	tolerance	policies	and	racially	disparate	AE	
referrals	exposes	the	confluence	of	policies--	only	some	of	which	are	high	stakes	testing,	
accountability	reforms,	zero	tolerance	discipline	and	AE	referrals--	that	operate	like	a	well-
oiled	machine	to	stratify	access	to	intellectual	and	material	resources,	and	therefore	life	
chances	and	opportunities,	under	the	guise	of	“good	performance.”	

Together,	findings	from	the	current	study	reveal	multiple	similarities	between	the	
racial,	socioeconomic	and	performance	characteristics	of	the	contexts	under	which	
racialized	zero	tolerance	discipline	and	disproportionality	in	AE	referrals	most	frequently	
or	rampantly	occur.	Though	not	conclusive	evidence	on	their	own,	these	findings,	
positioned	within	the	theoretical	framework	and	argument	developed	throughout	this	
paper,	provide	empirical	support	for	the	proposition	that	zero	tolerance	policies	and	AE	
referrals	operate	as	two	interrelated	mechanisms	of	racialized	exclusion.	In	addition	to	
																																																													
36 Given the dichotomous measurement of performance in the current study, averaging district 
performance scores across Language Arts and Mathematics was not possible. 
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their	similarity	in	impact,	operation	and	consequences	for	the	school-prison	nexus--as	
explicated	in	prior	sections--	these	two	mechanisms	occur	under,	and	likely	simultaneously	
contribute	to,	contextual	environments	characterized	by	high	concentrations	of	poor	and	
racially	minoritized	students	and	low	standardized	testing	performance.	That	these	
contexts	appeared	to	diverge	only	in	terms	of	punitiveness,	which	was	measured	in	the	
current	study	through	aggregate	rates	of	out-of-school	suspension,	is	particularly	
important	insofar	as	it	suggests	that	the	two	policies	serve	as	alternatives	for	one	another.	

This	possibility	sheds	light	on	the	dangers	of	compartmentalizing	(or	ignoring	
altogether)	the	myriad	policies	and	practices	that	enable	and	are	enabled	by	the	“absolute	
right	to	exclude”	(Harris,	1993),	and	which	collectively	suture	the	non-space	between	
schools	and	prisons.		Failing	to	recognize	the	ideological	and	functional	consistencies	
between	zero	tolerance	policies	and	other	practices	that	are	ostensibly	non-punitive	
precludes	the	capacity	to,	for	example,	conceptualize	AE	referrals	as	a	less	visceral	
alternative	to	exclusionary	punishment,	rather	than	as	an	entirely	separate	component	of	
the	educational	landscape.	Situated	within	the	broader	argument	made	in	this	paper,	then,	
these	findings	invite	us	to	shift	our	empirical	attention	to	the	softer	manifestations	of	the	
carceral	state,	whose	danger	lies	less	in	their	seemingly	spectacular	or	exceptional	form	(as	
in	the	case	of	zero	tolerance	discipline)	and	more	in	their	mundanity,	or	their	ability	to	fly	
under	the	radar	as	unrelated	to	processes	of	punishment	and	displacement.		 	

Relatedly,	it	is	useful	to	echo	the	type	of	alternative	school	included	in	this	analysis:	
continuation	schools,	which	purportedly	function	to	help	“credit-deficient”	students	get	
back	on	track	(CDE,	2019a).	While	prior	research	on	the	school-prison	nexus	(or	STPP)	has	
granted	limited	empirical	(Reyes,	2001;	2006;	Vanderhaar	et	al.,	2014)	and	theoretical	(e.g.,	
Kim	et	al.,	2010)	attention	to	disciplinary	alternative	schools,	which	are	often	utilized	to	
educate	suspended	and	expelled	students,	continuation	schools	ostensibly	serve	no	
disciplinary	purpose.	The	non-punitive	nature	of	continuation	schools	further	highlights	
the	necessity	of	investigating	and	interrogating	forms	of	confinement	and	exclusion--	
beyond	AE	referrals,	as	well--	that	lurk	in	the	shadows	of	the	spotlight	that	has	been	placed	
on	suspensions,	expulsions	and	arrests.	More	importantly,	it	problematizes	the	notion	of	a	
spotlight	in	general,	pushing	instead	for	all	the	lights	in	the	theater	to	be	turned	on	in	order	
to	expose	the	entire	set	of	actors,	stage	managers,	set	workers	and	scripts	at	play	in	the	
performance	of	racialized	exclusion	and	abandonment	in	the	carceral	state.	Failure	to	
broaden	the	scope	of	what	we	conceptualize	as	“the	problem”	necessarily	precludes	our	
capacity	to	conceptualize	appropriately	complex	and	comprehensive	solutions.		

	
Limitations	and	Directions	for	Future	Research	
	 This	study	is	not	without	limitations.	To	begin,	my	measure	of	disproportionality	
compared	white	enrollment	to	“non-white”	(i.e.,	combined	Black	and	Latinx)	enrollment.	
This	serves	as	a	limitation	to	the	extent	that	mechanisms	of	racialized	exclusion	
differentially	or	uniquely	impact	Black	and	Latinx	students.	Combining	Black	and	Latinx	
enrollment	in	order	to	measure	disproportionality,	in	other	words,	may	obscure	the	
specificity	of	anti-Black	and	anti-Latinx	racism	in	schools.	It	is	also	possible	that	there	are	
important	differences	in	the	school	and	district	contexts	under	which	Black	
disproportionality	and	Latinx	disproportionality,	respectively,	most	starkly	occur.		

Given	the	lack	of	accountability	standards	and	reporting	requirements	for	
alternative	schools,	described	in	previous	sections,	enrollment	data	for	continuation	school	
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students	provides,	at	best,	an	estimation.	However,	given	that	enrollment	data	likely	
underestimates	the	referrals	of	students	in	a	given	year,	and	if	this	flow	of	students	is	
disproportionately	Black	and	Latinx,	then	results	from	the	current	study	provide	
conservative	estimates.	Access	to	data,	and	general	feasibility,	also	precluded	a	
comprehensive	analysis	of	all	macro-level	(or	contextual)	characteristics	that	have	been	
examined	in	prior	literature	on	zero	tolerance	outcomes.	Additionally,	given	the	limited	
literature	examining	district-level	predictors	of	zero	tolerance	policies	specifically,	some	of	
the	variables	utilized	in	the	current	study	were	drawn	from	studies	examining	school-level	
predictors.	It	is	possible	that	contextual	characteristics	differentially	explain	the	use	of	
racialized	exclusion	at	varying	levels	of	analysis.	Finally,	the	current	study	engaged	a	
statewide	analysis	of	California’s	continuation	schools;	therefore,	results	may	not	be	
generalizable	to	other	states.		

These	limitations,	however,	open	multiple	avenues	for	future	research.	Research	
exploring	race-specific	models	would	be	particularly	valuable	and	help	to	better	
understand	how	racialized	exclusion	operates	non-homogeneously,	and	to	varying	degrees	
across	contexts	with	varying	characteristics,	on	Black,	Latinx	and	other	students	of	color.	
Studies	incorporating	a	more	comprehensive	list	of	contextual	characteristics	from	extant	
STPP	literature	may	elucidate	further	similarities	or	discrepancies	between	zero	tolerance	
policies	and	racially	disproportionate	AE	referrals.	Additionally,	because	many	
continuation	schools	(in	California	and	elsewhere)	exist	within	districts	that	have	multiple	
potential	referring	high	schools,	and	given	that	inter-district	transfers	may	be	allowed,	
there	exist	particular	challenges	in	identifying	and	matching	referring	schools	to	receiving	
continuation	schools,	and	therefore	in	examining	the	school-level	contexts	under	which	
higher	levels	of	racially	disproportionate	AE	referrals	occur.	Developing	ways	to	navigate	
these	barriers	analytically	is	an	important	next	step	for	research,	as	it	will	enable	multilevel	
analyses	of	the	contexts	that	facilitate	racially	disparate	AE	referrals,	as	well	as	greater	
specificity	in	their	similarities	to	other	exclusionary	processes.	Finally,	although	the	current	
study	only	examined	California	continuation	schools,	the	fact	that	racial	disparities	and	
substandard	conditions	in	alternative	education	extend	to	multiple	states	beyond	
California	(Bacon,	2015;	Foley	&	Pang,	2006;	Fresques	et	al.,	2017;	Horsford	&	Powell.	
2016;	Munoz,	2004;	Kim,	2008),	provides	a	call	to	other	scholars	to	perform	similar	
examinations	in	other	locations.	In	particular,	scholars	should	empirically	examine	AE	
environments	facially	unrelated	to	school	discipline	in	an	effort	to	continuously	broaden	
our	scope	of	analysis.	

	
CONCLUSION	

	 Scholars	have	become	increasingly	invested	in	explaining	the	movement	of	students,	
disproportionately	Black	and	Latinx,	between	schools	and	prisons.	While	such	
investigations	are	critical,	extant	analytical	and	theoretical	scopes	that	focus	narrowly	on	
racial	disparities	in	zero	tolerance	discipline	may	grossly	underestimate	and	miscalculate	
the	magnitude,	form	and	complexity	of	this	movement	and	the	mechanisms	that	enable	it.	
In	this	paper,	I	have	proposed	and	investigated	theoretical	and	empirical	similarities	
between	zero	tolerance	policies	and	just	one	other	mechanism--	referrals	to	continuation	
school--	that	suture	the	school-prison	bind.	It	has	been	my	intent	more	broadly,	however,	
to	suggest	that	these	similarities	have	theoretical	significance	that	extends	beyond	the	
scope	of	this	paper.	With	racism	and	carceral	logics	as	the	binding	axis,	harsh	discipline	and	
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AE	referrals	share	a	relationship	that	is	indicative	of,	but	does	not	wholly	encompass,	a	
deeply	rooted,	historical	pattern	of	racialized	exclusion	in	schools.	Through	a	CRT	
framework,	their	similarities—theoretically,	in	impact	and	operation	and,	empirically,	in	
contextual	characteristics—exemplify	a	connection	between	education	and	confinement	
that	is	less	reducible	to	any	one,	two	or	three	policies	or	practices	than	to	the	ideological,	
political	and	economic	systems	that	link	them.	As	we	broaden	our	focus	to	other	
mechanisms	of	exclusion,	therefore,	we	must	also	keep	at	center	stage	the	broader	
structures	that	enable	them	to	complement,	co-occur	and	oftentimes	go	undetected.		
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